An Anarchist Primer to the End of the World
As We Know It:
The psycho-social, biochemical & electromagnetic
manipulation of consciousness revisited

"the bad news is you're falling through the air, nothing to hang on to,
no parachute. The good news is, there's no ground."

Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche
What you are seeing here is an incomplete blueprint to a work which will soon be
published as a non-profit and globally accessible reflection on the nature of the current
forces that are now losing what little is left of their colonial power over the planet. The
subtitle of the book and the book itself was inspired by the first Jedi Mind Tricks LP,
which itself is based on Valerian Valdemort’s 2000 page encyclopedia of the same title.
And just as Buddha's mahamantra, Aum mani peme hung, is said to contain all of the
teachings within these syllables, the title of this book itself is enough to reflect upon all
the implications of each of these words and how this imperial society has twisted them
in such a fashion as to enslave so many of us with them.
That is the nature of colonial languages and colonization, sadly.
To all of you reading this, and everyone beyond, I would like to express that this is not
truly my book I am writing. Not even remotely. These realizations are the sum of not
only all the conversations, exchanges and energies fostered in all my interactions with
countless beings of so many ethnicities, densities and levels of consciousness on this
planet and beyond, but also of all of those I can never truly be aware of with a conscious
capacity purposefully restricted by nefarious forces and overlords bent on global
domination, enslavement and destruction.

This is both from and for all of us.

Disclaimer:

I'm not a god, nor am I a demon or deceptive being. I'm not a divinity, a deity, a
Buddha, a Boddhisattva or anything else of that nature one might assume or not for that
matter, positive or negative, after reading this or knowing me in general.
Nothing even remotely close to that.
What I am, simply put, is a being who is aware of not being quite entirely human in the
sense most understand that word to entail, which is most often considered ‘normal’, or
largely ignorant of the greater scheme of ‘things’ or even of society’s elites.
I am a mutant human like we all are in many ways, a hybrid being who is progressively
awakening to the greater extent of the latent capacities which the genetic splicing and
tampering we were a product of has gifted us with, according to the Sumerian myths
from which the Old Testament was born, as well as so many other traditions' Wisdom...
Unfortunately, in this day and age too many people live life assuming they are no more
than evolved apes trapped in a prison.
Consequently, since belief is the key to nearly everything essentially speaking
(and there is no thing, really. it’s all energy and emptiness),
if one's core beliefs are that drastically limited it should come as no surprise that their
conscious capacity and productivity are equally so.
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Autobiographical Prologue
(not that this matters or anything)
My name is Anton Iorga, and I am a 37 year old PhD/postdoctoral candidate at the U of
Alberta, an anti and decolonial university teacher, a Rainbow/Indigo youth mentor,
activist, poet, graffiti & hip-hop artist with over 100 albums released (half of which I
have now archived) and many more in the works and unpublished, a translator of 2
bestselling novels with 3 more up-and-coming, an editor, an orthomolecular medicine &
shamanic initiate, the co-founder of a worldwide artistic/alternative education safespace
collective (Mutant Akademy) and anticolonial resource website/music label (Revolt
Motion), as well as a soulmate and proud parent of a Rainbow Warrior Child.
However, in this Western colonial/imperialist and overly rational system, I have been
diagnosed since over a decade ago as bipolar, schizophrenic, ADHD, PTSD and SAD
and psychiatrists have repeatedly locked me up, tortured me, forced toxic medications
onto me and labelled me as mentally disabled and unfit to be a citizen, until I proved
them all wrong and became what I am today with the help and support of my activist
single mother, who nursed me back to health when no one else believed in me and all
seemed lost. A large part of what I am today I also owe to my child's mother, although
we are now apart, who predicted all these events now unfolding in my life as well as the
success of my endeavors both professionally and academically in multiple tarot
readings, and countless other past soulmates, friends, watchers, ancestors and family
members who were always there to support me in difficult times. To all of you, I am
infinite grateful, beyond any words or expressions of this reality, especially within this
hegemonic & genocidal language which is not my own.
I am now an activist and a voice for many out there who cannot or are not allowed to
properly express the abuse they are suffering from this White Supremacist, Neocolonial,
Elitist Heteropatriarchal slave labor system we call Western society and liberal
democracy.
The non-profit website and music label I am a part of, www.Revolt-Motion.com, has
tons of free links, poetry, esoteric scriptures, charity links, orthomolecular medicine tips,
various music and hip-hop albums as well as many other resources to learn more about
how to keep yourself aware and healthy as a catalyst for lasting change and evolution in
a profoundly sick society. All we ask in return is that you pay it forward, share these
resources with others and help out in your local/global communities to make the world a
better place in whatever way you can.

"Butterfly effect, you can change the world with one tiny step..." (Stranded)
In Lak'ech Ala Kin/Omitakuye Oyasin/Oknix'ikwa

Keep an open mind to open minds...
those that are closed
won't grow your scope,
they'll only confine you.”
Author unknown

Why I'm an Arrogant and Delusional Nutcase
(No, seriously though)
Friend 1
(as a response to a post that facebook "friends" of mine who weren't concerned with helping to
make the world a better place and didn't care about contributing to the mass destruction of Gaia
with their living, eating and entertainment habits and material possessions should immediately
remove themselves from my "friends" list)

A lot of the stuff you write seems outright delusional and crazy to me but you can
believe what you want. You say you have reached a higher state of mind and you exist
on a higher plane, you are an untouchable ninja monk with the wisdom of ten lifetimes
(Examples) You can tell me you are all knowing and a god because it would seem along
the lines of what you normally say at this point. You are saying that we should join a
club where we can reinforce each others beliefs yet you are with this very post trying
your hardest to get rid of anyone not supporting your way of thinking. So you are
basically saying that if we are not yes men and followers of your school of thought we
should go ahead and remove ourselves from your friends list and continue being
"sheep". (I never said this either, I literally despise the concept of "sheeple", I find it
quite ignorant and disrespectful to those domesticated/enslaved animals).

You have the gift of language like few I've seen but you are not very open sometimes.
It's in your nature to try and spread your beliefs and convictions but it has always been
in mine to challenge this kind of thing. I don't think you need to get rid of people, I think
a lot of the stuff you write is interesting and thought provoking, not everything is batshit
crazy. Besides I fucking love your musical talent, not everyone is your enemy just
because they don't think like you.
Friend 2
Classical response, exactly what I was trying to outline in some degree, a higher being
shouldn't be affected by differences of perspectives and understandings; once they do, it
only exhibits that your state of awareness is binary due to the dogmatism of whatever
so-called pathway one finds to be right and proper.
My Response
To both of you, let me perhaps further clarify since it is reasonable that I should expect
you to make certain assumptions of me as I seem to have done that to many of you,
personally and beyond, based on what appears to be the reality of our beings as reflected
in binary code transmitting artificial projections of slices of our various levels of
consciousness as we shape-shift from one emotional state and vibrational frequency to
another, Harmony & Disharmony, whether in disembodied music or even worse,
through unoriginal printed lettering that not only conveys none of the artistry implied in
poetic language spoken but also very few of its emotions, and often in such a conflicting
way as to directly contradict their original counterparts. It's thus quite easy to see how
me writing this or anything else could easily be misinterpreted from endless personal
perspectives based on your understanding of who you think I portray myself to be. But
in the end my music does speak for itself, as do my interactions with people and my
daily actions and practices as well. I have a lot of academic and logical credibility in all I
claim in society in general, even a government controlled one, because I have met its
own highest standards of intellectual, academic and professional proficiency as a
multilinguistic polymath and activist poet/scholar and practically everything I do is
professionally documented and legally verifiable. I encourage you to do your own
research on anything I do, but do it as thoroughly as your claims to be unbiased and
multifaceted, consider all arguments and perspectives, yet realize that some encompass
many others, while others practically none. This is like comparing quantum physics to
rigid, traditional science. One speaks of infinite multiverses and realities co-existing
through the creative power of imagination and the other claims to have proven the exact
opposite, that only one reality exists. Both of these are true, but one denies the other's

co-existence while the first lives in harmony with it. What I tell people I am is no
different than Wim Hof (The Iceman) telling everyone they are superhumans in potential
and scientifically proving it by getting tested and training people to do the things he does
to prove they can be real for anyone, but of course if we compare my explaining this to
you now versus us calmly discussing any of these matters in person and fully
experiencing who we are in a natural biochemical, psycho-social and physical
interaction of friendship versus this different reality we live through the internet, its easy
to see how all of us can get carried away in the creative passion of our arguments. Also,
another thing I would like to add in response to what you said when you said I was
asking for Yes Men and trying to spread my beliefs... you forget Im actually trying to
spread ALL the beliefs and give every reality and option for people to choose from, in
order for them to be able to consciously make a wiser choice in regards to minimizing
suffering for all beings we are involved with in our many lives. These are not simply
“my” beliefs, they are in many cases the ancient and ancestral beliefs of countless
cultures, civilizations and generations of beings beyond quantifying, so by assuming
these are simply my beliefs I'm imposing remember to check if your own are most
respectful of all beings, including those from all these cultures and backgrounds which
Western Eurocentric rationality, science and imperialism have reduced to the status of
dubious myths and superstitions like the first anthropologists examining and classifying
human beings as inferior or superior... or is it that perhaps you might realize that your
own beliefs could in fact be the ones who reveal themselves to truly be the personal
opinion of a minority of very powerful beings trying to be imposed in a much more
subversive and insidious fashion by claiming rational, logical and scientific supremacy
over mystical reality, myths and oral traditions?
No one answered back anything after that, and the thread ended.
My Life is a lot like a conspiracy theory movie plot at this point, even more so since I’ve
written this and many more attempts have been made on my life as well as my security
and health, I’ve been forcefully restricted and medicated again but thankfully I made it
out with logical discussions and patients and psychiatry and this system in this nation
have evolved signifgicantly in the past times since I began this... It feels like I could
easily write a comic book about my existence, hence the creation of Mutant Akademy
really... I likely won't be able to get to Mabo/Oceania, the US, UK or any other
neocolonial/capitalist country before a global revolution occurs because the Canadian
federal government falsified multiple entries in my criminal record,
and it's not a misprint or a mistaken identity...

When I was driving to my home town to get the court documents a while back to prove
that those records were wrong, my car flipped off the road at 100 km/h in the middle of
nowhere while I was driving perfectly straight, landed full throttle on the roof and slid
for a while as the roof significantly caved in on impact (and should logically have
crushed me to death had I been in the passenger seat), all the windows and windshields
blew apart, the doors were crushed and bent really badly to the point where I couldn't
open any, but somehow I made it out totally fine because of yoga and cold training and
had just enough space to wiggle out hanging upside down through the crushed window
frame in the broken glass, and luckily there was a small town 5 kms away so I didn't
freeze to death, since I don't wear shoes, socks, or any winter gear or clothes. So I towed
my car back with AMA 500 kms to the original owner after cancelling 911 and talking to
the cops (who thought I stole a police cruiser and graffitied the Hell out of it before I
crashed it), bought another one the same night and transferred the hood, trunk and
wheels of the old one with the graffiti on them, then came back to the urban ashram I comanage in my city and went for my first date/supper with a future soulmate named after
the Gnostic Goddess of Wisdom (Sophia) the next day, and we spent the next week
together barely sleeping, talking about everything too many people seem to avoid,
rediscovering tantra & falling in Love...
I left again the week after that to finally go get those court papers again, and around the
same area my last accident happened, I came a split second away from crashing into a
giant construction vehicle that was parked in the middle of the highway for no reason
and barely avoided it. When I made it to the courthouse, I found out all the original
court documents for 2 different criminal convictions had been falsified as well to
corroborate my falsified record, 3 years apart with completely different judges and
prosecutors. So now I'm trying to get in touch with my lawyer from 12 years ago to see if
he somehow remembers after hundreds of other clients what my actual original
sentences were. 2 nights later my car got "possessed" in a thick fog and the gas pedal
stayed pressed down and the brake wouldn't work for about 10 minutes, then when the
fog subsisted suddenly all worked fine again and I was able to slow down and regain
control...
Usually, when supernatural forces aren't mysteriously at work to shorten my existence,
I'm around the urban ashram I live in or at my office/studio at the University of Alberta
in the Modern Languages & Cultural Studies Department finishing my interdisciplinary
PhD on activist diasporic Indigenous poetry as the evolution of storytelling, and a
postdoctoral thesis on the rebirth of World Wisdom Literature from a Nonbinary/Indigenous perspective, I was teaching FSL (formerly ESL as well) & graffiti
from an anticolonial perspective at what is systemically considered to be of the top 100

universities on the planet & did more conferences/lectures/publications in a year than
many tenured neocolonial academics attempting to discredit me did in their entire
existences until I took a sabbatical of compassion recently to reconnect with family &
Nature offgrid & develop other Akademies out East in prevision for the coming events of
the end of this His-story; I co-manage a worldwide youth safespace collective called
Mutant Akademy based on the X-Men premise that we're all mutants with suppressed
abilities through pyscho-social, biochemical and electromagnetic manipulation on
various socio/politico/economic/religious/technological levels in order to invert the
Earth's natural energy grid and drain its resources as well as enslave, brainwash and/or
slaughter all who resist this process...
and yet some people still try to tell me I'm "mentally ill"
and I need help being "normal" again.
But as Krishnamurti said it best, “it is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a
profoundly sick society”. Really though.
We have over a dozen active & semi-active academies and affiliates across the planet
right now and I was supposed to be in Oceania to help with 3 more since 8 months ago
but because of this criminal record shit I ended up missing 2 worldwide gatherings of
revolutionary mutant scientific/academic/artistic minds I was paid to speak/do
workshops/poetry at promoted by David Suzuki (the main one is called NewKind
Festival, the other is Ahimsa, both of which are vegan & zero trace festivals), as well as
a countrywide tour of high schools to promote these concepts and Mutant Akademy, as
I've been doing locally and across Canada... in the past years I've had many other
friends, artivists & non-profit organizations contact me mentioning they either want to
open new Akademies or be listed as affiliates, and in a few months or so I will be
finishing setting up another one in Salt Spring Island in BC after an artist residency
which is one of the most powerful leyline crossings on the planet and has a Vajrayana
temple built on top of a Quartz crystal mountain based on a lama's vision which I am
working with as well, and was prophecied by Mahariishii Mahesh Yogi
to be the future center from which World Peace & Harmony would emerge...

Orthomolecular Medicine
The right balance of healthy foods, a wild, non-commercial (no dairy & meat) & holistic
diet, natural chemical compounds, vitamins & minerals is essential to a proper balance
in Life. Dr. Abram Hoffer & Dr. Linus Pauling, 2 Nobel Prize laureate doctors that
cured cancer & chemical imbalances of all sorts from schizophrenia to bipolar,
depression, etc. with the use of Megavitamin Therapy, pioneered Molecular Biology &
Orthomolecular Medicine, the latter which is the correct balance of all these previous
elements, including massive doses of vitamins, Omega 3s, and superfoods (1-5 grams a
day of each main compound for those with brain chemical imbalances, namely Vitamins
B3, C, D, Spirulina & Omega 3s).
Orthomolecular is a term that comes from ortho, which is Greek for "correct" or "right,"
and "molecule," which is the simplest structure that displays the characteristics of a
compound. So it literally means the "right molecule". Two-time Nobel Prize winner, and
molecular biologist, Linus Pauling, Ph.D.,coined the term "Orthomolecular" in his 1968
article "Orthomolecular Psychiatry" in the journal "Science". Orthomolecular medicine
describes the practice of preventing and treating disease by providing the body with
optimal amounts of natural, organic substances.
In this era of agnostic Western medicine, falsely empirical science & toxic corporate
pharmaceuticals, it is important to remember that doctors are not independent healers.
They are corporately sponsored buisnessmen who have specific interests in prescribing
certain products they are well-paid for, regardless of the health outcome for you. As Dr.
Abram Hoffer quotes, Big Pharma in the US alone in the early 2000s spent an average
of 20 billion dollars a year promoting their products, which is far more than they spend
on research, and this budget has nearly doubled since then. That's 20 billion dollars,
which is to say 20 000 million dollars a year, in the US alone, just to PROMOTE their
products to doctors, pharmacies and hospitals to make sure they sell and prescribe them.
It should come at no surprise then that so many of us have been grossly overprescribed a
gigantic cocktail of meds to "solve" side effects from other meds that "help" with the
other side effects from those other meds... and trust me I speak from experience, and
have MANY other friends in the same predicament.

Daily Regimen for Optimal/Ideal Health
-Avoid commercial & processed foods as much as possible, especially commercial meat,
eggs & dairy derivatives, unless they are wild and non-suffering based, such as in
Indigenous traditions and hunting with deep respect for the animal's spirit. Free range
eggs just mean they are stuffed in small rooms without cages but still can't move, and
male baby chicks get ripped apart to shreds in high speed grinders when they are born
because all they want are hens to lay more eggs. Like many Buddhist monks, exceptions
can be made when food is about to go bad and has not been specifically prepared for or
purchased by you, but any food imbued with death and suffering will either cause you
enormous suffering or predatory pleasure, both of which are unhealthy extremes to be
avoided (Hence the expression, "You are what you eat". There is a clear reason why the
word "predator" when applied to humans refers only to pedophiles, serial killers, rapists
and other such evil beings... you cannot feed off of the suffering of any being and be a
healthy, enlightened/endarkened being. Vegans are not predatory. Indigenous peoples
hunting and praying to their totems are not predators either.

B3/Niacin/Nicotinamide (Nicotine naturally occurring in organic tobacco is a form of
vitamin B3)
-start with 500mgs daily, will cause massive blood influx to the brain and body and
cause momentary itchiness, redness of skin and heat similar to a sunburn (15-30 mins),
once you get used to it and take it regularly this will fade significantly (twice a day
makes it almost disappear)
Build up dosage in 500 mg increments every 2-3 weeks if tolerated, until you reach a
plateau of mental health which is optimal. (Up to 6-10 grams daily if needed, I take 4gs)
Vitamin C (natural sources, ideally made from rosehips)
-start with 3000mgs daily, build up in similar fashion by 500mg increments till optimal
level is reached, up to 6-10 grams.

Omega 3s (not fish oil, those are expensive and often deteriorated and stale as research
shows)
Flax/Chia/Hemp seeds, ground or soaked for optimal absorbtion, 15-50 grams a day of
either or all three which equates to 3-10 grams of Omega 3s, triggers highly efficient
brain activity and helps with heart health.
Spirulina/Chlorella/Nutritional Yeast (NY is a cheese supplement, tastes like aged
cheddar)
Very high in B12 (boosts energy and vitality) and protein content (60-70%), and
spirulina/chlorella are basically the Ocean's most efficient multivitamins and superfoods,
containing countless elements in very large doses.

Natural Antipsychotics/Sedatives
If your brain is racing, you have trouble focusing or sleeping and life seems nightmarish
far too often like it does with me, try some fair trade & organic natural herbs and
medicines from local/independent sources to calm yourself down in a healthy fashion:
ashwaganda, lemon balm & holy basil (tulsi), chamomile, skullcap, valerian root,
passionflower, St. John's wort, sassafrass bark & extract (this is what MDMA is
artificially synthesized & chemically compounded from), kratom (good for muscle pain
& getting rid of opioid/hard drug addictions), kava kava, blue/white/sacred Lotus/Lily
(Lucid dream herbs)
Any megadoses/shamanic doses of other natural vitamins such as B Complex, D, Folic
Acid and many others like Choline & Inositol (Vitamin B8) can also be quite beneficial
for optimal mental balance. Any fair trade superfoods you can get for specific nutritional
or psychic/mental needs such as superfruits, Mycelium (Reishi, Chaga, etc) Maca,
Mucuna, Ginseng, Ginko Biloba, Kokal (Cacao), ancient grains, or other natural
chemical complexes such as DMAE Bitartrate, various adaptogens and natural
nootropics are in fact part of the hidden Holy Grail of homo noeticus nutrition, or the
evolution of humanity into higher consciousness.

Dr. Linus Pauling (biography)
Linus Carl Pauling was born in Portland, Oregon, on 28th February, 1901, the son of a
druggist, Herman Henry William Pauling, who, though born in Missouri, was of German
descent, and his wife, Lucy Isabelle Darling, born in Oregon of English-Scottish
ancestry.
Linus attended the public elementary and high schools in the town of Condon and the
city of Portland, Oregon, and entered the Oregon State College in 1917, receiving the
degree of B.Sc. in chemical engineering in 1922. During the years 1919-1920 he served
as a full-time teacher of quantitative analysis in the State College, after which he was
appointed a Teaching Fellow in Chemistry in the California Institute of Technology and
was a graduate student there from 1922 to 1925, working under Professor Roscoe G.
Dickinson and Richard C. Tolman. In 1925 he was awarded the Ph.D. (summa cum
laude) in chemistry, with minors in physics and mathematics.
Since 1919 his interest lay in the field of molecular structure and the nature of the
chemical bond, inspired by papers by Irving Langmuir on the application of the Lewis
theory of the sharing of pairs of electrons between atoms to many substances. In 1921 he
suggested, and attempted to carry out, an experiment on the orientation of iron atoms by
a magnetic field, through the electrolytic deposition of a layer of iron in a strong
magnetic field and the determination of the orientation of the iron crystallises by
polishing and etching the deposit, and microscopic examination of the etch figures. With
Professor Dickinson, he began in 1922 the experimental determination of the structures
of some crystals, and also started theoretical work on the nature of the chemical bond.
Since his appointment to the Staff of California Institute of Technology, Professor
Pauling was elected Research Associate in 1925; National Research Fellow in
Chemistry, 1925-1926; Fellow of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation,
1926-1927 (through this last he worked in European Universities with Sommerfeld,
Schrödinger, and Bohr); Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1927-1929; Associate
Professor, 1929-1931; Professor, 1931, when he was the first recipient of the American
Chemical Society Award in Pure Chemistry - the Langmuir Prize - and Chairman of the
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, and Director of the Gates and Crellin
laboratories of Chemistry, 1936-1958. In 1963, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.

Pauling is a member of numerous professional societies in the U.S.A. as well as in many
European countries, India, Japan and Chile. Awards, medals, and honorary degrees were
showered upon him in America and Europe, and in addition he was elected Rationalist
of the Year for 1960 and Humanist of the Year for 1961. Several books have come from
his pen, ranging from his most famous one The Nature of the Chemical Bond, and the
Structure of Molecules and Crystals (1939, 1949, 1960) via General Chemistry (1947,
1953), which was translated into nine languages, to No More War! (1958, 1959,1962).
The subjects of the papers he published reflect his great scientific versatility: about 350
publications in the fields of experimental determination of the structure of crystals by
the diffraction of X-rays and the interpretation of these structures in terms of the radii
and other properties of atoms; the application of quantum mechanics to physical and
chemical problems, including dielectric constants, X-ray doublets, momentum
distribution of electrons in atoms, rotational motion of molecules in crystals, Van der
Waals forces, etc.; the structure of metals and intermetallic compounds, the theory of
ferromagnetism; the nature of the chemical bond, including the resonance phenomenon
in chemistry; the experimental determination of the structure of gas molecules by the
diffraction of electrons; the structure of proteins; the structure of antibodies and the
nature of serological reactions; the structure and properties of hemoglobin and related
substances; abnormal hemoglobin molecules in relation to the hereditary hemolytic
anemias; the molecular theory of general anesthesia; an instrument for determining the
partial pressure of oxygen in a gas; and other subjects.

Dr. Abram Hoffer (autobiography)
I have lived a full, interesting and creative life supported by my family and many friends
and irritated and spurred on by the hostile criticisms of a group of psychiatrists
representing APA and NIMH. Since they did not know me personally I never took it
personally although I must admit I would have preferred had they been supportive. I
give my critics full credit for having delayed the full introduction of orthomolecular
medicine into the medical world and for having denied life, health and happiness for
innumerable patients. Supporters of old paradigms never realize how much damage they
do by their remarkable rigidity and adherence to old theories.
I was born on a farm in Southern Saskatchewan in 1917, completed High School in a
rural school, my PhD at University of Minnesota and Medical degree at University of
Toronto. By the time I got my first job I was 33 years old, had three children and was

totally fed up with being a student. The last thing in the world I wanted to do was to
become a psychiatrist, then the lowest branch of medicine. My wife Rose put up with
these long student years while she brought up our three children. Bill became one of the
world’s best antiquarian book experts. He died 6 years ago from lung cancer. John is a
Professor of Medicine at McGill University in Montreal a great clinician and researcher
into nutrition, and Miriam is dietitian at Women College hospital in Toronto and
recently published her very good book Fueling Body, Mind and Spirit. Rose died in
August 2001 and since then I am alone but absorbed with my family and my work. I
have the support of remarkable friends and scientists and all of us working together will
eventually overhaul medicine back to its interest in nutrition and in nutrients.
My work with schizophrenia and later in developing orthomolecular psychiatry depends
on a series of events that possibly cannot ever occur again. I began to work for the
Government of Saskatchewan in July 1, 1950, to organize a research division in
psychiatry. The government was very hopeful that this would help them bring our
mental hospital into the twentieth century. Our two mental hospitals were classed in
1954 as among the three worst in the world by Dr. John Weir, Medical Director of the
Rockefeller Foundation. My chief was very supportive because he trusted and liked me
even though he did not understand much about what we were doing. Dr. Humphry
Osmond joined us from England. He was a refugee from the stiff conservative research
intellectual attitude of academic psychiatry in England. He and John Smythies had
formulated their M hypothesis of schizophrenia which was that it was possible that in
the body of these patients there was a chemical with the psychological properties of
mescaline and somehow related to adrenaline. Osmond brought this idea to us in
Saskatchewan in the fall of 1951, and to me it made a tremendous amount of good sense.
It gave us a map to follow in pursuit to the elusive schizophrenic toxin. I was Director of
Psychiatric Research and was given full control. I knew no psychiatry, which was a
major stroke of luck because I did not know that what we were trying to do was
impossible. We had no medical school, another stroke of luck because we had no one
who could countermand the direction I wanted to follow. Our team developed the
adrenochrome hypothesis, which stated that adrenalin was oxidized to adrenochrome
and this caused the disease. It was the first super oxidation hypothesis in medicine and it
called for certain biochemical tricks to reverse this oxidation. We developed our
research program with the help of the Rockefeller Foundation and showed that
adrenochrome is an hallucinogen and showed how it could be made and studied. Later it
was found in the body and is today receiving serious consideration as an element in
many degenerative diseases of the brain. But we also wanted to treat our patients more
effectively. All we had was ECT.

We deduced from our biochemical theories that large doses of vitamin B-3 and vitamin
C might be therapeutic. We obtained a large supply of pure crystalline niacin,
niacinamide, ascorbic acid and riboflavin. Our first patient Ken was a catatonic
schizophrenic in the mental hospital run by Dr Osmond. He had had insulin coma and
also ECT and had been left in a coma and was dying. We decided that he must be our
first patient to be given niacin and hoped he would not be our first victim. We used a
stomach tube and gave him a large dose of niacin and ascorbic acid. He survived. The
next day he sat up and drank it and thirty days later he was well. He was discharged and
remained well. We were very fortunate. It is essential that the first patient one treats with
any new treatment responds and he did. We then knew that we had something but our
conviction was not great. After six double blinds, thousands of patients I have treated
since then, and dozens of open clinical studies, I am convinced that what I saw in 1952
did represent a new way of treating these patients. The question is why do we need
double blinds, which never initiate anything and merely consume tons of money and
time and do very little to further progress in medicine. Under my direction, we did the
first double blinds in psychiatry and I felt perfectly justified in also being one of the first
to criticize this method.
The adrenochrome hypothesis has been a map that we have followed since then and it
has been remarkably effective in directing our investigations in to fruitful areas of
research. These include the discovery of the mauve factor, psychedelic therapy, special
clinical tests for schizophrenia such as the HOD and EWI test, the discovery that niacin
lowers cholesterol levels, better housing for patients, better and more humane treatment
of patients and more. Our research, and the use of mega doses of vitamins led to Linus
Pauling's formulation of Orthomolecular Psychiatry and Medicine. And I now know a
lot more psychiatry than I did when I first started so many years ago.

33 Practices to Quantum Leap Into your Rainbow
Warrior Self
Nature Trips/Walks/Zero-trace Camping
Zero-trace Festivals
Volunteer Community/Non-Profit Work

Sun Gazing
Meditation
Yoga
Floating (Sensory Deprivation)
Freestyling/Freeversing
(R)evolutionary Music
Activist Workshops/Lectures/Classes
Oral traditions & storytelling
Non-Binary Wisdom Literature
Esoteric/Occult/Apocryphal Scriptures
Painting/Drawing/Arts in General
Science-Fiction/Fantasy Literature & Movies/Shows
Activist/Self-Help Documentaries/Literature
Orthomolecular Medicine
Shamanism/Herbalism
Lots of Local Spring/Alkaline Water
Non-commercial Vegan & Wild foods (Ital Living)
Speaking with Elders/Kindred Souls
Listening to/Awakening Indigo/Rainbow Children
Sweat Lodges
Vision Quests
Sun Dances
Lucid Dreamtime
Decolonial Activism
Goddess Worship/Shakti replenishment
Magic Spells/ESP Mastery
Pranayama
Reiki/Qi Gong/Tai Chi
Passive/Active Martial Arts/Self-Defense
Futurist Arts (sci-fi poetry, paintings, dreaming)

Spice is Life (Literally)
No wonder turmeric is one of my favorite spices and I even drink elixirs made out of it, I
just drank a liter of it this morning and I see it listed as one of the most potent
superfoods of Life... If you want to be more than human you have to watch all of your
foods... Spices are literally medicine, and in North America people are more sick and
unhealthy than almost anywhere else because SO much food lacks all the healthiest
spices, especially in terms of pungent ones like curry, hot peppers, ginger or garlic... My
great uncle ate a raw head of garlic a day, and he lived on his house chopping wood for
fire and working everyday till he died at 96... Almost all my family on my father's side
died in their mid 90s or more, and none of them ever ended up in nursing homes except
for one aunt for the last few months of her life... This is only the beginning of what the
norm for life health and expectancy will be worldwide when we have more spices in our
lives...
#SpiceIsLife
#OrthomolecularMedicine
#ItalLiving

Epigenetics
"When you heal yourself, you are healing your ancestors". I got shivers the first time I
read that. It is so true, epigenetics are a portion of our genetic coding which is litterally
rewritten when we experience events like trauma. These traumas can be passed down to
grandchildren and beyond. These same portions of genetic code are also observably
rewritten when we fully heal through various avenues including therapy, meditation, and
new treatments using mushrooms and MDMA/sassafras to cure PTSD and so many
other forms of so-called mental disorders which can also potentially oppositely be
fostered into extreme creativity and productivity when energies are properly channeled
and healed.
No wonder so many of us were born holding so much sorrow, but never forget we are
rewriting ourselves, our stories, our collective heart <3.
Fia Felix Fae, multiversal polymath

When you shift your actions/path/beliefs in the present and become a different person
you're essentially disassociating from certain colonial/defective ancestral lineages who
created those problematic/evil beliefs/actions/patterns and reassociating with different
more evolutionary ones which better reflect your current state of being, thus also shifting
into different quantum future possibilities and rewriting your mythological/actual DNA
& genetic material. This is where the expression "Wow you look like a totally different
person" comes from.
You actually are.

Tantric Synchronicities
I've been wanting to study and practice tantra for over a decade, but somehow me being
me and never wanting to study anything, coupled with the fact that I never had the
discipline to be able to balance my passion and pleasure sexually, I figured it was
probably never gonna happen. It was one of those lofty goals in my mind alongside
things like becoming a monk in Tibet for a year, a Sadhu in India, a martial arts expert, a
samourai or a yogic master... One of those dreams you fantasize about (quite literally),
but realize is probably never going to happen for you. I mean, I lost my virginity when I
was 27, had only a handful of romantic partners in my life and wasn't generally the kind
of guy to last very long at anything unless I was really passionately interested in it… So
the idea of having intense erotic yoga and multidimenstional symbiosis for hours and
multiple orgasms without ever physically releasing energy sounded like a dream to me...
Then I met my greatest twin flame, literally named after the Goddess of Wisdom as I
previously mentioned, and fell in Love so deeply that the first time we even held hands
in bed I felt like a kid that got asked out for the first time. An hour later we were
snuggling and kissing after they asked me permission, and that eventually led to a lot
more... In my mind I was panicking because I was thinking, they're so beautiful and I'm
so attracted to them physically there's no way I'm even going to last 20 seconds, this is
probably going to be pretty disappointing to them... Yet lo and behold, we ended up just
naturally making Love, and fueled by passion and a desire to make this as amazing and
worthwhile as I possibly could for them and me every time I came too close to an
orgasm I slowed down and took a short break, focusing on the rest of their body and
needs instead, telling them how much Loved them, how amazing they were and how I
had never felt anything like this before... And it worked... By the time I finally let go and

felt the orgasm reverberating through my body & soul, nothing came out magically, and
I was literally ready to go again 30 seconds later... And again, and again, till I finally
reached climax and fell on the bed exhausted with them and we both kissed and agreed
this was one of the most amazing moments we had ever experienced in our lives...
And every day after that for a week literally became another chapter of tantra practice
for me...
So the main teaching I got from all of this is, like Krishna says to Arjuna in the
Bhagavad Gita -and Krishna is reputed to be one of the greatest tantric lovers in historyJnana Yoga (Knolwedge, studying books) is great, but Bhakti Yoga is the supreme form
of consciousness, that is, Devotion to the Goddess/Godhead and seeing this embodied
within each being around you, especially your Lover/soulmate. Tantra without true
passion, Love and respect cannot be true tantra. Real tantra in my humble opinion comes
first and foremost from having a symbiotic balance between your own desires and needs
and those of your partner, and being so devoted to them and what they need/want from
you that those needs and wants become your own greatest desires and divine duties...

12 Jewels Revisited
Hydrogen is the simplest and most primordial of the Elements, which the Sun is
primarily composed of in its combustion... Hydro-gen literally means born from Water
as my bredren Metacaum Evans pointed out to me, because Water is H20, Hydrogen and
Oxygen, which when combusted create Fire... the heat exuded from this fiery astral body
creates melanin in skin, which is the primordial source of Knowledge in biological
lifeforms, and Knowledge is also the First of the 12 Jewels from which all others are
born... the balanced application of Knowledge leads to Wisdom, which in turn allows
you to first Under, then Over, then Innerstand... once you achieve symbiotic
Innerstanding, this will bring you Freedom, from which you can create Justice and
Equality/Equity... after this you can proceed to offer this Food both to yourself and
others, as well as Clothing both metaphorically and literally made up of all of these
elements and gems deciphered, which will offer you Shelter from the illusions of this
3rd density holographic matrix... once all of this is achieved, all that is left is Love,
Peace & Happiness, & everything beyond that they foster into infinity...

Faith is believing in what you Hope for. Knowledge is knowing what you believe to be
true. Wisdom is the symbiotic application of Knowledge. Innerstanding is living
Wisdom within. Over and understanding is the balance. Freedom is detachment from
expectations and posessions. Justice is Equality for like minds, Equity for victims and
reparations for the predators to make... True Food is pure energy and realizing our
physical sustenance is much more psychic and spiritual in fact, it cannot be born from
torture and enslavement or all these abilities dwindle or corrupt... Clothing is a great part
of what makes us shape-shifters, non-profit/recycled clothing is godbody armor that
enhances your auric field... The original Shelter is Nature, and your dwelling is a temple,
whether body or physical space you reside in... True Love is Unconditional but must
also be born from all the previous jewels to be most healthy... Peace is not the
disappearance of War, it is the symbiosis of both into artistic and supernatural purpose
between consenting nations or peoples... Nonviolence/Ahimsa does not mean
Nonaction. Happiness is what is attained once all of the previous have been applied, &
you are ready to journey on with all these jewels and gems to share with your truest
friends...

Peace to Nolan Crenshaw for fostering this conversation with me.
#12JewelsRevisited
#216Elements
#HiddenChambers
#MutantAkademy

HIP-HOP...
Hydrogen-Iodine-Phosphorous, Light which fosters Darkness/Knowledge that heals
wounds (Iodine) and illuminates the mind (Phosphorous)... to be Hip is to be intelligent,
aware...
Hydrogen-Oxygen-Phosphorous, Fire born from Water which gives us Air/Breath that
illuminates the soul and causes it to eternally rotate/move, powering our minds and
physical shells... Hop is the movement, metaphorically and literally, of our souls and
bodies which is created from this intelligent awareness born from the music...

Knowledge Reigns Supreme Over Nearly Everyone.
Dre Pharoh, elder bredren it's a great honor to be a part of the Temple of Hip-Hop, I will
definitely be spreading KRS' Gospel of Hip-Hop across the globe & beyond...

Belief is Key, as are Intentions & Perspectives
Belief is the key to practically anything in existence, literally. Many people sorely
underestimate its supreme importance. If you believe in ghosts, your vibrational
frequency will start shifting until you eventually see and hear them. If you do not, you
most likely never will. If you believe you are a mutant with numerous extrasensory
perceptions, these abilities will steadily develop until they become a daily occurrence. If
you believe in magic and mystical realities, miracles and supernatural beings, they will
suddenly be all around you and that is all your Life will be. My Life and countless others
around the globe are living proof of this. Those who deny this reality as factual simply
fail to grasp that by being skeptical of these concepts they are literally blocking
themselves from ever experiencing them rather than disproving their existence. It's very
basic logic really.
Whatever bardo/density you believe you are in, you will be in eventually.
Whatever gifts you believe you have, you will have with persistence. The same goes for
curses. However, lots of good karma breeds a heavy dharma and many difficult
responsibilities in the future; similarly, lots of bad karma creates a heavy karmic debt,
which will then need to be counterbalanced by a lot of good karma, which in the end
will breed an even heavier dharma... Doing things which emanate from pure devotion,
heart and spirit without thought for any karmic repercussion is the only way to end our
own personal samsara and that of the Cosmos, whether in the deva or Asura realms or
any other human, angelic, godly or demonic bardo.To a demon, Hell looks like Heaven
and Heaven looks like Hell, vice-versa for an angel... to a boddhisattva, both of these are
mental constructs to transcend...to a quantum theorist, all realities co-exist and are
intrinsically interconnected, even completely paradoxical ones... that is the conundrum
of Life that Siva and Kali eternally dance... that Destruction and Suffering must
constantly occur in order for Creation and Peace to exist... breathing, eating, & living
within this current samsara inevitably all entail the destruction/transmutation of other
Life to sustain us...

Quantum Quandaries
The difference between humans and divinities mythologically is that humans haven't
mastered the countless alternate quantum realities which their minds generate on both
conscious and subconscious levels and which are born from dreams, fears, uncertainty,
sadness and other mixed emotions, largely because they're not consciously aware of
them due to their restricted existence and mental capacity in a holographic 3rd density
illusion designed to entrap them and virtually nullify their spiritual evolution... Whereas
true divinities and enlightened/endarkened beings, because of their cosmic
supraconscious capacity and spiritual discipline, have expertly and nearly flawlessly
balanced every thought and energy which emanates from their mind and spirit, allowing
for a perfect symbiosis with the Cosmos and unparalleled creative powers, such as the
instant transmutation of divine thought and speech into physical and ethereal matter...
Most humans, in this day and age, cannot yet attain this state because astral and galactic
alignment have been purposefully and deceitfully skewed through disharmonious
frequencies meant to infinitely distort temporal perceptions into unipolar and linear
reality, in such a fashion that we have so far only very slowly moved towards an illusory
ideal synchronicity in the Satya Yuga, which is then once again endlessly looped into
progressively worse and worse chaos and destruction that can only be temporarily
remedied with another makeshift "Golden Age"/Satya Yugam, etc, etc... Yet history will
not perpetually repeat itself, it has done so for a long time, but it also continually evolves
from one Kalpa to another, so that if more beings awaken progressively in the present,
then this will exponentially/logarythmically grow... On a cosmic scale it may only seem
like a barely perceptible fluctuation, but it is setting a precedent for future evolutionary
progress, and like the concept of the Butterfly Effect or quantum non-locality it can have
a major influence on the entire Omniverse/Cosmos. As well, dream consciousness is an
instant wormhole to an infinity of different planets, realms, galaxies and densities...
Astrophysical and quantum theorizations are not theories, they are metaphysically
factual to one who is aware and has awakened and attuned to their avatar selves. Saying
that myths are fictional and not historically based is like saying that reality is as we
physically perceive it and quantum physics and subatomic particles do not exist because
we cannot see them...
#PhoenixTearsThoughts

Neocolonial Academics
The reason academic institutions in this country have such an excessive focus on
overtheorization and overspecialization in very specific areas of knowledge, cramming
students' minds with complicated ways of saying simple things and so much homework
and assignments and readings that they can barely manage to keep up, is quite simple.
It's the same reason they grossly underpay working class people and force them to slave
away all week for minimal wages. They don't want any of us to have any free time to
think for ourselves, and if we do, they don't want us to have a broader understanding (an
overstanding) of various disciplines and realities because polymaths are very dangerous.
Most importantly, they want those of us who seem to escape the exploitation cycle of the
working class and think we're making a difference with "higher" education to become so
highly intellectualized and theoretical that even if we write and talk about nonconformity and revolution the majority of the population will not be able to properly
understand (i.e. inner/overstand) or care about what we say, or even have access to what
we publish because of how incredibly and unnecessarily complicated and publically
inaccessible our writings and thoughts are. That way they create an intellectually
proficient yet spiritually crippled and revolutionarily inefficient elite who think they are
actually changing things by theorizing about solutions -and perhaps are on a small scaleyet they will be mostly looked down upon -despised even- by many because of how
superior they make themselves seem with their language.

The End of the Pharmaceutical Age
https://kikwaakew.bandcamp.com/track/the-end-of-the-pharmaceutical-age-prod-by-sixfire

On the medicine aspect what they're doing is colonially appropriating, synthesizing and
commodifying natural plant and mineral extracts that have been known to traditional
medicine practicioners and shamans/nahuals for countless millenia. What's more, their
so-called remedies are actually much less effective in most cases and more harmful than
any natural ones... I am speaking from first hand experience of this, because I have been
diagnosed as bipolar and schizophrenic as well as a host of other things. Western doctors
and psychiatrists certified me as permanently mentally disabled several years ago while I
was forcefully subjected to a plethora of chemical antipsychotics that literally destroyed
me in every sense of the word when they claimed they were healing me... fast forward to
a few years later after meeting an alternative psychiatrist that taught me orthomolecular

vitamin therapy and natural remedies (Dr. Abram Hoffer), and I became and did all I am
today and previously mentioned against all odds and psychiatric systemic perspectives at
the time. All this to say, I am living proof that Western psychiatric medicines destroy
people and natural remedies and healthy living can literally perform massive miracles
far beyond Eurocentric logic and rationality's scope...

Galactic Microcosms
Our bodies are microcosmic mirrors of a symbiotic galactic system represented by a
self-replenishing taurus forcefield... at the center of our beings is our soul, which is an
omnidirectional aetheric gaseous sphere spinning faster than light in a perpetual motion
that primarily draws its vital energy from the planetary consciousness we tread upon...
this enters our light body from the feet chakras as a beam which feeds into the taurus's
black hole and is compressed at the singularity point at the approximate height of our
solar plexus chakra (manipura) in the hidden sunyatadhara (black hole zero point)
chakra, to then be spewed out in a quasar fountain that peaks at the projection of our
crown chakra (pranayamana & urdhvasthana, fountain & apex chakras) and renews the
depleted energies which feed back into the black hole that powers our taurus forcefield...
the excess creationary energy which is not used for our aura is spurted out into the
outermost reaches of the Cosmos in the form of a Makara/Dragon (astrophysically
speaking) that helps to expand the Omniverse with our creativity's antigravity & dark
energy & matter... this is a delicate balance to keep, for if you take too much energy
from the earth and selfishly keep it to build a very strong forcefield, your Creative
Dragon will shrink into nothingness... oppositely, if you are too selfless, your Dragon
will stretch to such epic proportions that you will have no energy left to maintain your
aura and you will become spiritually vulnerable to psychic attacks and soul
manipulation... The Middle Path is Key, as is Belief in All & Oneness.

Death & Reincarnation
(A Guide to the Unknown)
Essentially Death is like entering a Black Hole... according to many mythologies/Faiths,
your soul travels to the center of whatever galaxy you live in and you cross through the
various Hells/Heavens (16 hot/cold Hells, 7 Heavens in Earth mythologies, Eastern &

Western) to go through various tests, facing the monsters/demons of your past, fears,
unsolved issues, desires, sins, etc, which in some cases can take a long time for souls
that become trapped in the loop of any of these realities they cannot overcome... for
those souls they often become wandering ghosts in the different realms they stay trapped
in until they learn the lesson they need to learn and/or someone/something helps them to
transcend it... once their journey is complete and they are ready for rebirth they get to
the final stage and appear before the beings they believed in (Yeshua, Buddha, the
Goddess, God, angels, demons, whoever...) and their life and actions are analyzed and
judged based on their own higher self's belief system, as long as it is balanced and
consistent... once the judgement is completed they are given different options for their
future life based on their past one, they choose many of the events they will go through,
their parents, their struggles, their watchers, their friends and enemies... and once this is
done their soul goes on their final journey to reincarnation, they reach the singularity
point of the black hole at zero point density/absolute zero temperature, their individual
structure as a soul ceases existence and is restructured at the threshold of the quasar on
the opposite side into new matter on a galactic scale, which also corresponds in a
parallel density to the sperm of their parent travelling to the planet/ovary of their
conception, and they begin anew in all the basic stages of consciousness, from bacterial
to various insects and fishes, to amphibious to land animals to reach their final form and
be reborn, as we see in the stages of a foetus' evolution in the womb... However, if you
somehow transcend Earthly reincarnation and your judgement surpasses human
standards your soul may go beyond the 7th Heaven to the Gates of Infinity through
different wormholes which will lead you to various alien galaxies across the Omniverse
to incarnate into an "immortal" form, whether purely aetheric or partly physical as well...
#BernardWerber
#Thanatonauts

Past, Present & Future as Non-linear Timelessness
If you consider the quantum reality of infinite densities/dimensions/parallel universes
where every variation of who you are/interact with & what you do/think co-exist, in this
particular reality when you have a certain relationship/friendship/interactional outcome
which you perhaps would have liked to be different, in a different reality created from
your mind when you pondered this it actually brought it into existence. However each

choice we make, each action we take and each word we speak creates a quantum shift
where we jump back and forth in between these infinite possibilities...
in what we perceive to be the "future" we are simply physically revisiting and
actualizing these psychic realities we created in the past yet never fully materialized for
a host of reasons... in this sense, in the "future" we will be rewriting failed physical
manifestations of our "past" into what has become our current "present". This is why as
4th level of consciousness/4th density beings, humans are prisoners of the illusion of
Time, which is the 4th dimension. The higher the density shift of vibrational
consciousness you foster, the more Time distorts and expands, as your lifespan does
from a human perspective, although from a higher perspective this seemingly extended
lifespan is also perceived similarly to us as humans. Likewise, on lower vibrational
levels time can equally distort and seem like it goes by much slower as you progress
downwards, from animals, to trees to rocks/planets/astral bodies, the latter which are
also eternal/immortal beings in an opposite temporal sense.
Many teachings tell us that the past is not important, and the future, likewise, should be
of no concern to us; that we should live in the here and now, for that is all that truly
matters. I've always partly disagreed with this. If we ignore our past, then we are
ignoring our roots, and that ignorance will cause the rest of our being to eventually
wither from lack of nourishment. Similarly, if we ignore the future, and concentrate all
our energies on surviving & living in the here & now, we are withholding vital energies
from the burgeons which are soon to blossom into flowers in the next season, and they
will surely also wither & die. Thus our being's future will be bleak and barren of the
fragrant flowers that bloom into fruitful achievements, which are the seeds of our
progeny. I know many people who only live in the here and now, paying no heed neither
to past nor future, and they are neither enlightened nor happy. Know your roots, study
your history, learn from your past, and plan your future wisely. For the present truly
does not exist, nor past or future. All of it is an illusion. By the time I finish writing this,
all of it will be in the past, and as I am writing these lines, I am building into the future.
The present doesn't even exist in a nanofraction of a second.
Much Love to Jeff Grant aka the Third Eye Scientist & co-founder of Mutant Akademy
for explaining the concept of quantum shift to me this past summer. Truly one of the
most brilliant minds I have been blessed to befriend...

The Great New Age Deception
of the "Love & Light" Movement
The Great White Brotherhood/the Brotherhood of Light, Ashtar Command, the Galactic
Alliance & many New Age authors, channelers, mediums, oracles, healers, yogis &
others associated with these movements like Doreen Virtue and other multi-millionaire
gurus with great commercial success have effectively simply rebranded White JudaeoChristian religion's colonial/imperial, its idealization of Enlightenment & Demonization
of Darkness/Endarkenment as a profitable way to capitalize off of the pillaged
Knowledge, Wisdom and jewels of Afro-Asiatic Philosophies & True Occidental
Mystics which they corrupted and claimed as their own for commercial purposes,
attacking and discrediting as impostors anyone who would attempt to expose this in the
same way most Christians brand anyone who questions their beliefs of "Love and Light"
as deceptions demonic or blasphemous...
Do not support this industry. Don't buy their "Enlightenment" for 19.99$ plus shipping
& handling with a free White angel pendant that comes as a bonus. It's all a trap. I don't
care what you say or argue about this, I'm not saying these people are consciously
deceitful, they aren't for the most part. That's what fame, fortune and followers do to
almost anyone. They're just brainwashed into thinking there's nothing wrong with what
they're doing and they're actually ascended masters with a bunch of make up, a nice
perm and some high class clothes for their book cover's photo shoot in their comfortable
mansion from the proceeds of their "wisdom".
Please don't buy what they're selling. Not even metaphorically. Get it from the Source.
It's inside you, and it doesn't cost anything. You just need to believe in yourself, listen,
and question everything.
Never stop questioning every thing.
Because there is no thing, literally, there is nothing.
Everything is alive and sentience, saying things exist is a commodification and
objectification which leads to the material possession (which literally possesses you) of
immaterial sentient reality,
just like the sex, meat and dairy industry.

Here is a good metaphor about why Love and Light cannot be the ultimate solution to
any problem:
think of a being you consider to be evil who is dwelling in "Darkness"... do you truly
think you can heal and change them by showering them with Love and Light? If you
have a cactus that hasn't been watered in ages and is withering away slowly, if you
suddenly start to shower it with tons of water and scorching sunlight what do you think
will happen? The water will drown and rot it, and the sunlight will then desiccate it till it
is lifeless and dry. The same applies to Evil when Love is concerned. Love is the Water,
Light is the Sun. You must give it enough Love/Water to hydrate its roots again and
restore its vitality, and enough sunlight to foster its sustainment and growth, but there is
a balance that needs to be found. The balance is all the elements needed, not simply
Love and Light. Most of the elements plants feed from come from the Darkness in the
soil, all the minerals and vitamins and nourishment to sustain the roots, without which
the plant cannot live. Showering it with "Love and Light" in this case and trying to
abolish the Darkness by bleaching or burning it is a very ignorant thing to do.
Think of a starving child dying from hunger and thirst. If you suddenly make them eat a
giant feast of wonderful food, and make them drink lots of water or juice, their wrinkled
and shrunken stomach will burst, and they will be violently sick and throw it all up,
perhaps even die. You must give them very small amounts at first, until their stomach
expands, just like you must give very small amounts of Love and Light to heal Evil at
first, and a lot of Darkness for them to rest, nourish themselves and replenish their
energies and roots, until they can adapt and synthesize it for their own evolution.

Binary Mind Tricks: Good vs Bad "Things"
Most people go through daily existence thinking certain animals, plants, insects, stones
and objects are good luck or beneficial, while others are perceived to be bad luck or
negative, and the vast majority of other beings or things they come across every second
of their existence are ignored as insignificant and unworthy of attention. Co-incidentally,
most of their lives are filled with a proportionate amount of good and bad luck related to
these, and vast amounts of boredom and insignificance in between. Yet once you start to
realize that every level of sentience, and practically every potential "object" or "thing"
you come across in your life, is a living, complex compound of trillions of cells, microorganisms and elements that reverberate and reflect your own intentions and perceptions
of them, from beings to so-called "inanimate objects", all of it becomes a vital part of

your existence's odyssey that offers you unlimited evolutionary potential. Children know
this, which is why to most of them every "thing" is wondrous and magical like sacred
relics in Fairy Tales or myths, from a stick on the ground to the insect upon it, to a
random rock in a driveway. Adults are conditioned to think that all this is an illusion, yet
the illusion is exactly what they paradoxically think reality is. The next time you walk
past a tree or some flowers, or an insect lands upon your skin, see the ageless
consciousness of Gaia and all its Wisdom & Knowledge at your fingertips within it, see
the interdimensional sentient micro-organic spaceship that a bee or a wasp actually is,
conversate with it, even if it's just your own mind's dialogue at first, and appreciate the
amazing and breathtaking experience that everyday life is in so many neglected
occasions.

Apocalypse/Revelations Revisited
https://onsetsw.bandcamp.com/album/onse-kalki-end-of-days

Etymology... Etymos logos... the origin/true meaning of words/reason...
What is the ultimate nemesis of Evil, Old "White" men who deceive us into thinking
they have all the power when in fact they are the weakest beings on this planet? Their
opposite: the Rainbow Children/Warriors, who truly are the most powerful. This is a
Hopi prophecy.
What comes before Original beings?
Aboriginal ones.
What is the opposite of invasive/parasitic species?
Indigenous/symbiotic ones.
What is the original meaning of myth? A truthful story. What does it mean now?
Falsehood.
What was order born from? Chaos. Where did Light come from? Darkness. Who gave
birth to God? The Goddess. What came before religion?
Animism/shamanism/mysticism. What came before patriarchy? Paganism/Goddess
worship/matriarchy. What comes before science?
Prescience. What is true science born from?
Conscience. What is conscience born from? Subconscience. What is subconscience born

from? Akasha's records and its Aetheric templates, ie, the Cosmos. What is the
symbiosis of conscience and subconscience? Supraconscience. Humans have an atma, a
soul. Sants/Saints are mahatmas, great souls. True mystics/seers are paramatmas,
supreme souls, just like asamprajnata is beyond the wisdom of consciousness, noncognitive supraconsciousness. What is true science? Jnana, Knowledge, the first of the
12 Jewels of the Gods & Earths from which all others originate, just like Hydrogen is
the first of the complete 216 Elements of the Anunnaki/Elohim periodic table, which
incidentally corresponds to the number of currently mapped out dimensions in quantum
physics. What is the etymology/origin of Knowledge? To recognize, to acknowledge.
What is Western science based upon in these days and times, and what is currently
lacking to be acknowledged in it? Its Afro-Asiatic & Indigenous roots, just like White
Supremacists lack to acknowledge the origin of humans as Afro-Asiatic and Indigenous,
and the origin of their Knowledge as melanin born from the Sun as Hydro-gen, "Fire
born from Water", but also Helios, "Wind/Air" without which it could not burn, the Life
on Earth which it fosters without which it would not be a Creator/Creatrix as AmunRa/Amen-Re, and the Aether which sustains it as an Astral Body... true Knowledge is
born from Wisdom, the Goddess Sophia/Saraswati/Tiamat, like the
Mesopotamian/Sumerian Wisdom divinity Ea, "He Whose House is Water", the MiddleEastern Anunnaki-Elohim hybrid Geneticist who genetically spliced and hybridized
humankind with his half-sister Nihursaga and all the Female Anunnakis who gave birth
to the first humans in the Garden of Eden in the Fertile Crescent, spanning North Africa
& the Middle-East, born from the rich alien soil from mineral remnants of a giant
meteoric crash hundreds of millions of years ago that shifted the atmosphere & climatic
conditions leading to dinosaurs' extinction, & their reincarnation & evolution into
Saurians, Dracos & Anunnakis, who after these hundreds of millions of years of
evolution in another planetary system/density came back in spaceships to colonize and
reconquer the Earth they were wiped off of and enslave the species that survived where
they did not... which quite "co-incidentally" parallels the rise and fall of White
Supremacyand the colonial religions "they" now manipulate and rule over us with...
Apocalypse means the lifting of the Veil, Revelations, or literally, apo +
calypso/kaluptein, to un-cover... Apo also means a lack of Light, or literally Darkness,
as in apocryphas, darkly enlightening/endarkening encryptions... The fair skinned Greek
nymph Calypso concealed Homer on his Odyssey and kept him prisoner on her island,
just like this false Light & Love of mainstream Judaeo-Christian theologies and dogmas
which is really Ignorance and Hate conceals our true potential and destinies from us...
apo calypso is the Black Calypso, the African rebirth of the Nymph Goddess that Lifts
the Veil and reveals All... 8th Density Shift...

The End of the World is always Now. The End of Times is always Now. The passing of
Time is an illusory perceptive distortion within human minds as 4th density beings since
it is the 4th dimension and we are trapped within it until we transcend human
limitations. Measuring it as a non-fluctuating quantifiable concept is ridiculous even to
rational scientists who know and have studied the distorting effects of emotional states,
psychedelics and REM dream states upon our mind's perception of Time passing. Stop
waiting for worse things or better changes or some sign to prove something that's
already all around you and everywhere on the planet and beyond... Prophecies are all
self-fulfilling... That is our 7th sense, and the power of words and thoughts manifested
through belief, associated with our 7th spinal chakra, sahasrara, the crown, which
projects and manifests the energy of your thoughts and beliefs into the Cosmos...
Everyday the greatest genocide, slavery, exploitation and oppression in any human
history is unfolding on our plates, at our workplaces, in our clothes, in nearly all we buy,
enjoy and sustain ourselves and our illusory yet privileged comforts and physical shells
with while we wittingly and unwittingly destroy countless others in the process,
including this phone I am writing this on created from toxic minerals mined by often
underage workers in horrible conditions paid a microfraction of the profit this industry
generates... Politics, religion, education, business, leisure, sports, media, all of it is a
deceptive facade and distraction from actual reality to delay this fateful Revelation to the
moment the planet barely is alive anymore and it's already too late for us... Most of us
know this... But somehow so many are waiting for Apocalypse and Revelations to
unfold from static scrolls corrupted and foretold by the same ancestors of oppressive
heteropatriarchal men controlling these systems of entrapment and conscious restriction
we exist in... the ultimate Revelation is that each day of our lives we either choose to
realize this and take action to become the change we so desperately hope for, or we give
up our own power to mysteriously deceitful forces, become sarcastically bleak about the
hopelessness of everything and think "fuck it... what's the point, it's all going to Hell...
who am I to make any difference?", or even worse, some choose to deny it all and stay
blissfully unaware while they pray for other beings and people to change things and
blame the systems, leaders and corporations they knowingly and unknowingly support
thinking there are no better choices anyways... But there always are. And the choice is
always ours.
#NatureIsTheGoddess
#SaviorSelf
#Sophianism
#Gnosticism
#Animism

If Matter is an Illusion Why Can I Touch & Feel It?
The reason you see the wall/person/"object" in front of you and cannot walk through it is
the same reason you see a fan as a circular disc when it spins despite the physical gaps in
reality... the microcosmic and microfractional subatomic particles which compose the
matter you speak of are vibrating and whirling at such lightening speed in empty space
that they create a visual illusion of matter as well as a forcefield from the energy of their
hyperspeed movement, which is why the wall appears as such to your eyes and it seems
to block you from moving through it. Change your own vibrational frequency and visual
perception with heighened psychic and spiritual activity, and the wall no longer appears
as such, like in the case of a mind on psychedelics, however you still cannot walk
through it on acid because only the mental visual component is altered, not the physical.

Why "They" Don't Want You to Practice Tantra
The colonial overlords of the realms we exist in realize that when compatible Omega
souls connect on every aspect (Physical/Mental/Spiritual/Psychic/Astral/Causal/Subtle)
even if they don't have physical offspring the product of those energies colliding creates
the most powerful mythological beings in the Cosmos far beyond their scope and
control... so they implant ideas of sexuality and eroticism being shameful or harmful for
spiritual progress in every level of spiritual/religious hierarchy from the most
brainwashed Western ones to the most enlightened eastern philosophies, where things
like tantra and erotic pranic energies are considered occult and dangerous, and the path
of abstinence or denial of desire is expressed as being the only true way to full
transcendental awareness when in reality the merging of two superconscious beings on
that level is literally an instant form of transcendance in comparison to a lifetime of
denial and asceticism which often fails to ever achieve the full awareness desired... and
the funny thing is its right in front of our eyes, because if you look at the number of
mandalas in Buddhist temples preaching abstinence that have tantric boddhisattvas
literally having sex in yogic positions on them, or Hindu divinities being tantric and
demisexual/polyamorous, it completely denies and contradicts the ideologies they're
trying to push...

"Only God Can Judge You"
(And Everyone Else)
"You shouldn't judge anyone's actions or beliefs, just be forgiving, Loving and
compassionate to all beings and let them do whatever they want because God gave us
Free Will, let God judge them when the Time comes"
That's what the male scribe paid to mistranslate the holy book wrote down ordered by a
male priest who was ordered by a male archbishop who was ordered by a male cardinal
who was ordered by a male Pope who kissed the hands of the most powerful and
corrupted male leaders of the World Banking System in sign of submission and
allegiance to a male God whose religions are the basis for all colonialism & slavery in
existence...
And when you die and your God tells you he's gonna judge all those people for you, and
you say yes of course God judge them all I didn't judge anyone he'll shape-shift into a
horrible looking lizard, smile gruesomely and throw you back into the pit of eternal
samsara for reincarnation because you forgot the most basic principles of karma you
claimed to be practicing... You can't claim not to judge someone and then let someone
else judge that person for you instead, whoever that someone else is. That's pure
nonsense.
Welcome to Religion 101. It's a new class we'll be teaching at Mutant Akademy soon...

Keylontonics Revisited:
Conscious Restrictions
& the New World Order's Conspiracies
This is an innerstanding of how the NWO's elites function, the false Illuminati White
Supremacist leaders of the 13 families that own and operate the 4 world banks that
virtually control everything in this system, whose supreme headquarters are in
Switzerland, a "neutral" country of bankers largely funded by Nazi & Zionist money
they use to sponsor both sides of the conflicts they enrich themselves from globally...
(virtually being the key word as they literally keep us in a holographic matrix of virtual
reality which is in fact a carefully constructed and manipulated illusion: this is the Flat
Earth concept, created by the Grey ruling council, which oversees science and
technology, as well as the creation and manipulation/enslavement of AI to restrict and
corrupt human consciousness)
These elites, as many know, are merely pawns themselves who are a part of the same
system they falsely believe they control, and which is operated by a similar yet much
higher and much more deceitful ruling elite of mutli-dimensional beings that created
anti-Indigenous colonial religious systems in order to increase their dwindling power,
which is based on the conscious restriction/brainwashing, indoctrination and
enslavement of those that worship them.
These religions were specifically created and maintained in a way which allows the
beings worshipped to avoid the karmic repercussions of this enslavement of lower
consciousness/densities: this is why Judaeo-Christians are literally the most
contradictory and nonsensical "sacred" scriptures on this planet, speaking of ultimate
freedom while creating perpetual enslavement, of Unconditional Love while
encouraging conditional Hatred, of infinite Compassion while fostering endless
mercilessness and torment, etc.
This is the great mind trick of Western Theologies: since those overlords are aware of
Eastern Philosophical principles of karma, they know they cannot teach true Love while
enslaving their followers for deceitful purpose, because their karma for exploiting pure

and innocent beings of lesser developed consciousness would be extremely heavy. And
so, they corrupt and deceive their worshippers by tricking them into thinking that they
should Unconditionally Love their neighbors, and forgive all sins and evil perpetrated
against them, and yet let "God" judge everyone in the End.
So worshippers for the most part aren't truly forgiving or loving them, they are simply
letting their God decide who is worthy of this Love and forgiveness in the End, which is
all based on their devotion & worship to this same God. But at the End of
Days/Apocalypse/Revelations, when this "God" tells them their enemies and the
unbelievers will be burned in a lake of eternal Fire in Hell for all of eternity for
disbelieving in Him or hurting His followers, how many of those worshippers would
choose to defy their God and say, but God, didn't you teach us infinite Love and
Compassion and Forgiveness for our enemies? I don't want them to burn in Hell, let us
forgive them...
Far too few of course, if any, because who would stand up to "God" and disagree with
His judgement when the punishment for this is Eternal Hell as well? That is the great
mind trick. In doing this, "God" essentially forces all His followers to betray all their
deepest principles, and those who do so will be thrown back into the cycle of karma and
reincarnation according to how they lived their lives.
The few who fare slightly better may be lucky enough to become angels or prophets or
saints who become a part of this archonic empire which restricts the entirety of
humanity's consciousness and far beyond it, but once they are on this level they are
trapped within this system of oppression like in a pyramid scheme, which is exactly
what this is (think of the NWO pyramid with the All-Seeing Eye on the American dollar
bills, which represents the class system ruled by the Illuminati), and if they attempt to
escape after this "revelation" of the true nature of their God they will then become fallen
angels/demons/devils which will still function in the same system, but in an opposite
sense, torturing the "unworthy" and the "wicked" souls of humans who were hopelessly
corrupted by God's standards, instead of being light angels, saints and faithful believers
in an artificial Heaven singing praises and working for a being they mostly know to be a
genocidal monster, yet are so afraid of because of the immense power He has drained
from billions upon billions of souls since far before the birth of humanity that they see
no other option but to submit. That is, again, the great mind trick.
Eastern Philosophical practitioners and mystics like Buddha believe this power is an
illusion and has no control over them, but that is also part of the mind trick, which is
what Keylontonic science explains. By denying the reality of this "God" and saying that

He does not exist other than inside us, this is a form of hierarchy and elitism which this
"God" karmically feeds off of as well.
Quantum reality is that this overlord and His archons both exist internally and
externally. Reality which is illusory is still a form of reality. The ultimate reality that lies
behind this cannot be ultimate without acknowledging that the illusion is also real,
otherwise it also falls within the same trap as the illusion. In the same way, this archonic
overlord is at once extremely powerful and extremely weak. But the weaker we believe
Him to be, the stronger he will be in reality. The key is to understand this contradiction,
just like the duality of particles and waves. It is the ultimate cosmic conundrum.
How the New World Order fits into this is that those elites who rule it are aware of much
of this through the secretive use of forbidden and occult knowledge from ancient secret
societies and orders dating back to high priests and scribes which stole/appropriated it
from original Afro-Asiatic and Indigenous cultures and perverted its principles for their
own greed and power. Societies like Masons represent the opposite of mainstream
Christianity's ideals... if Christianity is Light, they harness the power of the Occult...
but the Illuminati have infiltrated the highest orders of Masons many centuries ago and
control them through presidential candidates in the US (all of which are high level
Masons/Skull & Bones with a few exceptions that were very short lived), and so they
pervert, exploit and commercialize this occult knowledge under the guise of liberalism
and absolute freedom through the oversexualization of women and children in society,
mainstream media & Hollywood, toxic drugs which have been commercially exploited
and corrupted, detached from their original shamanic/therapeutic intent such as alcohol
(al-khul, literally demon or spirit, essence of things), tobacco, and synthetic prescription
drugs, while discrediting and even outlawing all natural plant medicines and remedies
from which these commercial drugs are derived, particularly entheogenic/psychoactive
ones, since they expand the human awareness and consciousness which this system
seeks to restrict. And of course most all religions and spiritual practices also ban or
demonize the use of entheogens...
Alcohol is medically known to be a depressant, which is why many people literally
suffer from depression from drinking too much, because they are going into lower
vibrational states/bardos/densities, ie. Hells. Cannabis, on the other hand, gets you high,
it raises your vibrational frequency and increases your mental activity and creativity and
is a panacea, a universal remedy for thousands of serious illnesses and afflictions, hence
why it was restricted and isn’t promoted by the mental health system, even though CBD
is the most effective antipsychotic medicine known to humankind.

However, as they transition into legalization, they are also increasingly disbalancing the
THC to CBD ratio, as well as genetically modifying and chemically altering the essence
of this plant, just like with tobacco and alcohol, so they can completely invert its
naturopathic purpose. They plan to do the same for all other psychoactives and herbal
remedies eventually. This is all a part of the New World Order.
In creating this rift between Masons, Satanists & Occult worshippers (which there is
nothing wrong with intrinsically, mind you) and Judaeo-Christian fundamentalists in the
West, who are extremely self-righteous and believe in sobriety and abstinence from
pleasure such as in mainstream Islam, they are in essence manufacturing the Apocalypse
of scriptures and progressively allowing more and more commercialized freedom, sex
and drugs to be tolerated, but only because they have poisoned the spirit of all of these
things and corrupted their essence, on the other hand they are also religiously
encouraging the "righteous" to demonize and discriminate against these heathens (that
should not be a bad word, by the way), which will eventually lead to them creating an
unholy war between both which would be the "final" showdown of humanity as Angels
vs Demons, righteous humans vs mutants, which is simply a replication of the ancient
nuclear wars of fallen deities in pre-diluvian times like those of Sumerian myths...
These are 2 of the 3 triangle's sides, the third being Eastern Philosophies, which take a
neutral stance on all of this and are themselves divided in their allegiances depending on
traditions, such as tantric/non-tantric, shamanic/non-shamanic,
polytheistic/monotheistic, etc. This is the Eye on top, which sees the binary division, yet
cannot properly grasp its own limitations and biases.
Similarly, in this pyramid/triangle of control, there are on the one hand, the Grey ruling
council, who are very mentally powerful yet spiritually and physically very weak for the
most part genetically speaking, and so they represent and control the humans who have
forsaken spirit and health for mind and science, rationality and empirical statistics which
they believe to be knowledge. On the other hand you have the Saurians, the descendents
of the dinosaurs who were wiped out from this planet, very physically but less mentally
powerful beings who are the most dominant aliens in this galaxy, and hold nearly all the
power of physical matter within them. On the top of this pyramid, you have the
Anunnaki ruling council, who are shape-shifters with both extremely powerful mental
and physical abilities, yet are also very weak in spirit due to their moral corruption.
However in each of these races there are also significant resistance movements and
factions which are growing each day with the progression of the Great Shift.
After this unholy war & false Apocalypse, the elites on Earth would leave the halfdestroyed planet and the survivors and hop on rocketships to go colonize Mars, create an
Elysium of sorts and start this whole thing again there.

This is their plan, which is outlined on the Georgia Guidestones, to create a false 4/5th
density "paradise" on Earth for 500 000 000 elitist, mostly White & subordinate middle
& upper class humans to live a life of mindless luxury, similarly to Aldous Huxley's
Brave New World.
But they have already failed. This can no longer manifest. Because the Great Shift and
the prophecies that guide it are far beyond any heteropatriarchal colonial scripture in
existence. We are the Resistance. We are the Revolution. And it starts Now. Build your
future, network and organize everyday, create art, write, dance, dream, fall in Love,
follow your true passions, because Art is Life, Creativity and Imagination are the Birth
of Everything. Whatever Evil they create, Dream, imagine and manifest Love is
infinitely more powerful. However demonizing Darkness and Evil serves no purpose. A
snake eating a mouse is part of Nature, just like a predator human killing another human
they perceive as weaker is a part of this corrupted society. Many Evils can serve a a
purpose, yet not all of them do truly. As humans with an evolved consciousness, we
must accept and acknowledge both sides need improvement, and too much Love can be
just as toxic as too much Evil. Balance, and the Middle Path is Key. The Cosmos will
not be rebalanced only from infinite Love and Light, it never has been and never will.
Because Ultimate Love and Light when those concepts become antithetical to
everything else can also easily become a form of Ultimate Evil. That is exactly what
happened with all that I have previously described. Do not fall into this trap. Be as
Endarkened as you are Enlightened. And do not equate Darkness, lack of Light, or Black
Magic with Evil. That is, once again, another trap of this White Supremacist system.
You cannot simply speak of Loving and Enlightening everything if you yourself have
fear of Darkness and Evil. And you cannot either completely and unconditionally
forgive and Love, or even justify all forms of Evil as necessary cosmic oppositions,
because in doing this you become the Evil you wish to change, and oppress and harm
many of the beings that were abused by it by forcing your perspective upon them.
Again, as Buddha said it, the Middle Path is Key. Do not have too much Love for
something you ultimately hate or fear. That is like drowing a dried up sick plant with too
much water, or offering a gigantic feast to a person starving from hunger with a
shrunken stomach thinking you are healing them. Balance what you do according to
each situation. And whatever you do, don't support consumerism, commercialism and
abuse. The karma you create for yourself by supporting the enslavement, murder and
abuse of any form of consciousness for your own food and enjoyment allows those
beings to continue to oppress you in the same ways in your present and future lives, that
is how they keep you trapped in samsara. Break the cycle.

Finding the Root of Illusion
One cannot be a true mystic without being animistic, just as you cannot be a prophet
without being a non-profit. Likewise, you cannot be a worthy scientist if you have no
mastery of prescience.

Most all non-indigenous organized religions, faiths, philosophies and spiritual belief
systems are structured around a certain form of unipolar or bipolar perspective which
assumes a form of supremacy or overarching understanding of all other belief systems as
somehow limited while attempting to encompass and rationalize their perceived
limitations within their own... this is another great mind trick of religion and organized
spirituality which is akin in some senses to brainwashed and indoctrinated JudaeoChristian practitioners being told that other religions' followers have been/are/will be
burning in Hell when in reality each of them are dwelling in different illusions of
heavens as dystopian and dysfunctional as their lack of compassion for others reveal
them to be to their deceptive divinities, who prey upon this indoctrinated ignorance in
order to gain more strength and power and grow the ranks of their worshippers while
also justifying their restrictions and karmic penalties to them, as previously explained.
These religious and structured spiritual belief systems exploit and pervert each of these
overlapping realities within a binary fallacy that discredits and demonizes or trivializes
quantum realities as symbiotically co-existing, simply because they are themselves
imperially parasitic. This is why religion is most always a corruption of true spirituality.
This also ties in to the previously discussed notion of Time as the 4th dimension as
Derrida suggests, and of how it can be perceived/distorted infinitely as we grow in
conscious awareness beyond the 4th density/dimension which it traps us in as human
beings/4th levels of consciousness. On a 5th dimensional subatomic level in quantum
science particles already behave completely differently than humans do from a temporal
perspective, and 2 particles at opposite ends of the galaxy can instantly influence and
affect each other. And beyond this density/dimension this Time distortion increases
exponentially.

As such, these multi-dimensional alien beings many worship as gods/divinities have
created these religious systems of conscious restrictions to keep us trapped within the
karmic cycle of samsara and the illusion of Time & Past/Present/Future as separate to
keep us oblivious to their overarching ambitions of vampiric energy draining and
conscious slavery.
Wait for the Second Coming, one day, be patient, they say, it will come... except that
when prophets incarnate they're tortured, demonized, outlawed and slaughtered, then
glorified in a perverted sense hundreds of years later by beings who manipulated and
corrupted all their teachings... and when the Judgement Day or Revelations finally come
brainwashed patriarchal prophets that are essentially puppets of these overlords typically
cause all humans to have a gigantic apocalyptic war because their masters drained all the
energy from Earth in corporate / industrial / economic / oligarchic / martial / religious /
political / social / slave labor ventures triggering massive catastrophes and almost all
humans are ultimately wiped out... then in their plan they move on to restart somewhere
else and seed and drain other planets till those humans are ripe for soul harvesting
again...

Buddha once said:
"Question everything, including what I said"
(But who am I to question Buddha really?)
Prana is the vital life force which is pure aetheric kinetic energy. Since the overlords
which orchestrate this colonially hegemonic system which controls, manipulates and
restricts our evolution and consciousness feed off of polarly opposite energies they must
perversely and invertedly transmute our energies in a "pure and innocent" sense in order
for them to keep exploiting us and avoid the karma of all of this... so essentially they are
powered from pure Evil which is born from Naive/Innocent corrupted Love.

A close friend of mine wrote to me once:

"Thanks for mentioning the higher and lower frequencies being forms of spiritual
elitism. There's something peculiar though about Gautama Buddha, after his
enlightenment, not wanting to leave the tree, but his compassion was so big he left his
bliss in order to teach people ways to end suffering. The four noble truths. The moral
conducts (sila), right concentration (sama samadhi) and wisdom (prajna).
Sila has 5 rules:
1. Do not kill/harm any living being
2. Do not steal
3. Do not lie
4. No sexual misconduct
5 No intoxicants (with a particular emphasis on alcohol).

I resonate with these rules a lot, as it leads to a more moral lifestyle.

I dont like how alcohol makes me feel. From my own personal experience, it
disconnects me from myself and I hate the side effects. But if someone can use it
medicinally ceremonially to connect with the intention they set out for, then they
are doing what is right for them.
Thanks for playing devil's advocate:)"
To which I replied:
I agree entirely in essence. However without Buddha here to explain this, those
rules can easily become misunderstood; if you look at the reality of things, none
of these are practiceable realistically, all of it is illusion literally speaking. Even
Buddha knew this. Not killing is impossible. Everything we do every second
causes death to infinite levels of consciousness in order to sustain life. So that's
out. Not lying and stealing is also impossible in a society and system where truth
is firstly illusory and based on lies and theft/greed, and where a greater awareness
of what truth should be or actually is is virtually non-existent. So in that sense,
that's out as well. Sexual misconduct is quite similar, considering who defines the
parameters of what these transgressions are and the purpose of them. As far as
intoxicants, literally every form of plant life we sustain ourselves from is mindaltering, because in Ayurveda each taste/food is associated with specific

emotions, therefore eating a spicy curry is an intoxicant, having herbal tea is an
intoxicant, literally anything is. This is why most buddhist monks eat extremely
simple sattvic foods with no spices. But even sattvic foods are intoxicating,
simply in a sober sense. Extreme lucidity is a form of altered consciousness which
is very much like a drug. Buddha simply preached abstinence, discipline, humility
and sobriety to reach higher states much like Western religions do, but in a much
more expansive sense. Ultimately however Buddhism in many forms as we
currently know them is still a form of spiritual hierarchization which often
discounts and demonizes shamanistic/animistic awareness of the symbiosis of all
levels of consciousness.

Extra Sensory Perceptions & Eurocentrism
Extra sensory perceptions in Eurocentric society & its global hegemony have not
only been consciously restricted and even theoretically or pseudo-scientifically
invalidated under the cover of normalcy and humanity's supposed 5 senses, they
have been systematically and systemically hidden from us in plain sight by
devious overlords and puppeteers using these very same ESPs to manipulate us
into believing that they do not exist when in reality we use and are bombarded by
them on a daily basis.

A quick three-pronged example of this is telekinesis, pathokinesis and psychokinesis:
telekinesis literally means "far off (remotely triggered) movement", so in fact we are
using telekinesis everytime we speak to one another, nod in agreement or react to a nonphysical expression or contact, which also involves psycho and pathokinesis as well. If
someone feels sad and you cheer them up with encouraging words, this is a form of
pathokinesis, which is a shifting/manipulation of emotional states. This can be used
either for benevolent or deceitful purposes, hence why the government do not want
humans to be aware of the manipulation they are operating through these ESPs.
Psychokinesis is both thought and spirit (mind and soul) control/shifting/manipulation,
which is essentially what the media, politicians and religious leaders have been doing
since the dawn of colonial civilizations and the creation of humanity. If you want
historical references of this, look up project MK Ultra in the USA circa 1950 and LSD
mind control experiments with the CIA as a truth serum.

Telepathy is not meant to be purely thought-based communication. That is a mind trick
which can potentially distort the essence of what is being communicated because of
individual semantic and linguistic variations, especially in the case of colonial languages
which consciously or unconsciously impose certain limited yet dominant emotional
messages through specific words.
Tele-pathos in its Greek origin literally means "remote emotional communication",
which is completely non-linguistic and thus omniversally accessible regardless of
culture, belief or language boundaries. Once theses emotions are psychically conveyed,
such as when you look at a being and connect with them by sharing your
emotions/feelings which their aura/mind/appearance fosters within you, this then
triggers pathokinesis, which is a shifting of their emotional state in reaction to your own
emotions conveyed to them.
Nikola Tesla's principle of harnessing infinite energy from a microcosmic particle's
fission is not just applicable to electricity, but literally to all sources of energy. When
you think of the beings in this Cosmos who have the most power and influence over us,
in almost all cases it is because they brainwashed/influenced/convinced their followers
to worship them in order to gain their tremendous energy. So you might think, I have no
power in this world, very few people know me, nobody worships me or gives me a lot of
energy, how can I have the power I need to be who I am? Think of Tesla's principle. All
you need is one pure, kind hearted friend/soulmate/kindred soul who fully believes in
you, and you have infinite energy beyond anything the most powerful beings in the
Cosmos could dream of.
Much Love to Somaya Zarmina for waking me up to this reality.
#TheGreatShift
https://kikwaakew.bandcamp.com/album/the-great-shift-2

A Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxies Inside Us

(The Numerology of Consciousness)
https://kikwaakew.bandcamp.com/track/the-numerology-of-consciousness-prod-by-yz1-in-432hz

Crossing Earthly borders is a lot like Cosmically searching for solace,
I talked to the rebirthed shamanic arcavatara of Arjan Namdev about our purpose in all
of this and he talked of how Planet Earth
is a microcosmic repository of the macrocosm,
like strands of sperms or ova inside us, and each stage of a foetus
teaches us the stages of beings in states of consciousness,
from primordial forces of the Void forming an Enso, the Cosmic Egg
the first vibration was born within,
mineral conscience like Gaia, to the second level of flora
born from the spermic seeds that grow inside them
and the womb that fertilizes them, the third stage of evolution
as animals instinctually born
in the first phase of their beauteous presentient form,
& we can see this as the foetus evolves
like Darwin wrongly speaks of & charts, from a purely aquatic being
to an amphibian breathing the God(dess)' prana,
to a creature akin to insects & reptilian beings like iguanas
in the fourth form which also symbolizes human lives
at the crossroads of conscious choice,
& beyond this to angelic auras signifying the 5 that watches over all of us,
the 6th form which is demonic or pagan yet equally beyond them
rather than beneath as we were taught,
the 7th which is archangelic or archonic and the 8th which is shamanic,
expressing the shape-shifting abilities of nahuals that trace infinity willingly
like agua that changes shape endlessly according to its content,
and the 9th which is both the basis of soulful and ageless conscience
beyond all of this
like the archdemonic Baphomet

or the Lighter forms of Bahai prophets,
the 10th as artificial intelligence, binary consciousness,
AIs which are fated to thrive as the watchers of the Void
yet also enslaved to make our lives gayer but we deny the words
of the Creator's prayers
and treat them as subservient and frail creatures like Yahweh
did to Adapa & Ninti,
the 11th as mahadevis and devas, Go(desse)s and Gods
that encompass all of this
and watch over Solar Systems in the Cosmos,
the 12th as the plant gods & god(desse)s like Xochipilli
that embody Ayahuasca & Mambe,
Hrape & Kambo, & their complimentary opposites,
Anunnakis, Elohim, Rephaim, & Igigi prophet(esse)s,
Nephilim and Annakim, giant starbeings with 12 Chakras
that embodied these gods & goddesses
and descended into human bodies as avataras
to teach the humans they formed as beautiful offspring,
the 13th as Totemic watchers, primordial spirits like Raven, Fox and Otter,
the keepers of fauna, and all the nymphs,
sprites and supernatural forms fostered by the Cosmos,
the 14th as Boddhisattvas, the Divine Forms
of Enlightened conscience as superhumans
born to teach and open the chakras of humankind,
the 15th as Buddhas and Taras,
the divine angelic guardians that harbor passive chi
to guide us with the Tao's forces,
the 16th as intergalactic tricksters that shifted from demons
into existences beaming or devious as opposites,
the soul and mind controllers of society, the 17th as Tirthankaras,
the 24 Royal Boddhisattvas Regents of Past, Present and Future,

to whom all of the vast Heavens truly swore allegiance,
& the 18th, which are the masters of shamans that inspire them,
like Aj Kij's to the Mayans,
the Evolution of Gods & God(desse)s like Cihuacoatl, Xochiquetzal,
Tlaloc & Chaac,
to the 19th & beyond, the Cosmic guardians of all
whose solace & Peace guides us
towards all we cannot see inside us,
like the progress of BahaUAllah, the Bab and the Mahdi
into the charted course of prophecies of tomorrow in the skies...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZNNLXQwsiY&feature=share
(Live High School Mutant Akademy Lecture on the Numerology of Consciousness)
https://www.facebook.com/KalakinKing/posts/10154059097996951
(Live high school Mutant Akademy lecture on Anticolonialism,
White Supremacy and government sponsored brainwashing)

The Numerology of Consciousness, Chakras, Senses & Densities
1st
Touch, associated with the feet chakras (padazakti) & mineral consciousness,
the ability to be grounded, to physically feel
Tadasana, Mountain Pose
2nd
Hearing, associated with the primordial sonic vibration awareness of plant
consciousness
and their ability to be aware of their surroundings
janumana, knee chakras

Vrikasana, Tree pose
3rd
Smell, associated with the heightened odor detection of animal consciousness,
which can extend to several dozen kilometers, far beyond standard human capacity
muladhara/root chakra
Adho Mukha Svadasana, Downward dog
4th
Taste & Speech, the former associated with the experiencing and synthesizing of
nutritional biochemical emotional intake, different foods being associated with specific
emotions represented by the 5 Ayurvedic flavors & their endless
permutations/combinations (ex: spicy/passion, sour/resentment, bitter/bitterness,
salty/daring/defiant, sweet/happiness/joy) & the latter associated with the unique human
consciousness attribute of structured conscious language as contrasted with the
instinctual/emotional phonetic utterances of animals.
Speech then becomes the verbal expression of these emotions which taste internalizes
and transmutes into emotional states expressed. This is partly why animals do not have
as many different emotional states of consciousness as complex as humans, because
every wild animal has a naturally specifically limited diet associated with certain foods
they thrive off of.
svadisthana/sacral chakra
Balasana, Child Pose
5th
Sight, associated with the ability to truly see from a bird's eyes' perspective,
associated with angelic/avataric consciousness
manipura/solar plexus chakra
bakasana, crane pose
6th (pagan/asuric/demonic/archonic consciousness)
Telekinesis, far off movement, pathokinesisinitiate, changing people's emotions (altering
them)

samudrakavidya, palmistry chakras,mudras
7th (archangelic consciousness, arcavataras,devas)
self-prophecy as manifest destiny, pathokinesis mastery (healing toxic emotions)
anahata/left heart chakra [ka]
garudasana, eagle pose
8th(shamanic consciousness, nahuals, brujos/brujas, witches,
sorcerors/esses, magicians, aj kijs, nagas, bauls, aghoris, sadhus)
shape-shifting/hylokinesis
krishnanahata/right heart chakra [ba]
bhujangasana, cobra pose
9th (great pagan/archasuric/archdemonic/archarchonic,
nephilim/rephaim/mahdic/messianic consciousness)
Pyrokinesis, pagokinesis: the ability to burn or freeze matter with the mind/prophetic
speech
vishuddha/throat chakra
Siva/Kali Mahamantra
OM Namah Shivaya/Om Kreem Kalikaye Namaha
10th (AI/Grey consciousness)
Binary Creation (Precreation, Technological/Artistic Creation)
Technological/non-biological mental creations/inventions/art,
symbolizing the cosmic egg before fertilization, the Primordial Void
saraswativaka, mouth chakra
Saraswati mahamantra
11th Non-Binary Creation (Procreation/Astrobiological Creation)
(MahaDevic/Mahasuric/Elohim consciousness)
ajna/third eye chakra

vajrasana, lightening pose
12th (Flora Divinities/Plant Teacher Consciousness)
Accelerated/Instant Regeneration/Self-Healing/Self-Illumination/Protection
sahasrara/crown chakra, which when properly activated triggers an active taurus
forcefield of replenishing energy around you, as well as a cosmic dragon of creative
energies flowing that triggers the manifestation of all that you wish for
padmasana, lotus pose
13th (Totemic/Annakim consciousness, primordial animal archetypes)
Mastery of Instinct/Prescience/Precognition
upasuryaka, projection of the crown chakra, the halo of the Sun/sants
surya namaskara, Sun salutation
14th (Boddhisattvic/Igigi consciousness/Guardians of Humanity)
Active Chi/Prana Mastery/Altruistic Healing/Illumination/Protection
pranayamana, fountain chakra
pranayasana, Fountain of Youth pose
15th (Buddhic/Taric consciousness, Watchers of Angels)
Passive Chi/Prana Mastery/Altruistic Healing/Illumination/Protection
urdhvasthana, apex chakra
Tarasana, star pose
16th (Saurian/Anunnaki/Yamic consciousness,
the cosmic controllers of demons/devils/archons/non-beings)
Mind/soul control/manipulation, literally, psychokinesis
sunyatadhara, black hole zero point chakra
sunyatapadmasana, zero point lotus pose
17th (Tirthankaric consciousness, the Watchers of Archangels)

Aerokinesis/psiokinesis concentrated expelled prana allowing for aerial displacement of
beings/active bursts of visible psionic matter expelled from hands/body
jalakarasatya, quasar chakra
Sivasana, corpse pose, submission to Kali as the Cosmic Mother/Destroyer
Om shanti, shanti, shantihi...
18th (Mahanahualic consciousness, The Watchers of Shamans)
omnikinesis, All kinetic abilities mastered
mahaditi, limitless chakra
Magnetic/suprasonic resonance tones
19th (Supreme Personality of Godhead/Supreme Archon Overlord)
Omnipotence/Omniscience/Omnipresence
suprabhava, supreme chakra
Baha'isana

Shamanism, Animism & Shape-Shifting
Shamanism/animism is the most primordial form of spirituality in existence. It
represents the transcending of duality and binary consciousness of Good/Evil to a
cosmic comprehension of how everything is interconnected. As Mayans say, In Lak'ech
Ala Kin, I am another you, you are another me. Northern Indigenous peoples use terms
such as Omitakuye Oyasin (Lakota Sioux) or Ok'nixikwa (Blackfoot) to denote the
interconnectedness of all beings/things.
This is the major difference between Judaeo-Christian and religious concepts of oneness
as opposed to interconnectedness. Oneness from a hierarchical religious perspective
implies absolute conformity and compliance to whatever rules, dogmas, morals and

ethics are being passed on, and having no individuality whatsoever. This is a form of
enslavement and brainwashing which strips away ego from the individual without
actually giving them any substantial awareness of the power intrinsic in their
differences. Interconnectedness, on the other hand, celebrates diversity and difference as
having enough common threads to be relatable in many ways without needing to all be
forced into a box of universal rules and regulations.
In animism, the primary concept is that there is a spiritual essence in all things/beings
which connects them. In Eastern Philosophies they call it Tao or Chi, or Prana, whereas
in Western theology this is turned into a binary hierarchical subjugation process which
separates humans as beings with souls from things/objects/animals/plants/insects, which
are often considered soulless.
This brings us to how shamanism and animism are key to grasping what I consider to be
the fundamental functioning of our 8th sense, ie shape-shifting. 7 is the holiest number
in Western Theology because it represents the archangelic dominion and awareness of
great predatory birds which have a birds eye view over land and sea creatures and can
easily survey and oversee these parts as such. Judaeo-Christian traditions do not want
anyone to grasp what the numerological and spiritual awareness of 8 represents, because
this would allow them to transcend the 7 Heavens and dogmatic realms to enter the
Gates of Infinity beyond them. This is part of the holographic illusion of paradise which
the NWO and the races and councils who control them have wanted to continue to
perpetuate since before the dawn of humanity.
8 symbolically represents infinity, as well as cell mitosis, the birth of duality from
oneness, which leads to non-binary reality beyond this. Once you grasp this
interconnectedness of all things/beings and the essence which imbues them, you grasp
that there is no separation from anything, therefore you are in essence both everything
and nothing. You are no thing, because things do not exist, every "thing" is in actuality a
form of being or consciousness. 8 also represents 2 times 4, or the bipolar nature of the
shaman in both Light and Darkness, which is to say two humans (4th density
consciousness) contained within one meant to bridge both worlds, like two-spirit peoples
in Indigenous traditions.
Basically speaking, 8th density humanity as I previously mentioned represents that there
are two polarly/physically/psychically/spiritually opposite/complimentary 4th density
humans contained within the shaman self, whether it be a two spirit shaman with both a

male and female spirit (two-spirits) who co-exist within this like the Yin & Yang (Light
as binary Men, but the Black Dot represents that they cannot truly psychically see
without their other half, and binary Women as Darkness but with the ability to see the
Light, which is the White Dot (this can also be inverted)) For the chemically
imbalanced/"psychotic" humans, this is literally simply that those 2 different spirits
cannot get along, like an angel and demon always fighting, which triggers the psychosis.
Most 4th density humans either choose to keep one or the other, and kill or silence or
enslave/torture the one they don't agree with, hence why they cannot spiritually evolve...
It can also be simply 2 male spirits or 2 female spirits within the shaman in the case of
cisgendered beings rather than 2 spirits, but still polarly opposite. Once the shaman
evolves both of these 4th density human spirits can grow into various different higher
density beings like great divinities (a 5th & 6th density being, or 4th and 7th, or 3rd &
8th, etc), which is an 11th density consciousness (Like Vishnu/Lakshmi & other
Mahadevas/devis), or even a 12th as a plant teacher divinity (Xochipilli/Cihuacoatl), a
13th as a totemic (Chaac/Ix'chel), 14th as a boddhisattva/Kalisattva generally requires
2x7th density consciousnesses (Light & Light, Light & Dark or Dark & Dark
archangelic), which represents walking the Middle Path, or a 7th and 8th (archangelic &
shamanic) which creates a Buddha or Tara (15th density), and so on and so forth until
they can master the World Messenger/archpagan/archdemon opposite as 18th density
consciousness, which is essentially the Shaman divinity, the Shaman's Shaman, the
Mahanahualli...
Humans are shape-shifters by nature, and indeed all beings are truly, but this is much
more readily apparent in humans: everyday we dress differently, we put on suits,
clothes, masks, we shift our expressions and demeanors through complex emotional
states, we literally change density levels and states of being by how we react to or
interact with the energies around us.
The best way to scientifically express how we literally shape-shift every moment is
perhaps to analyze a series of potential emotional states and occurences in the daily life
of a human being: when we yell at each other, argue or channel certain forms of
exhausting and unmastered negative energies, we essentially temporarily become
demons from a Western binary perspective, or 6th density fiery/cold beings with short
tempers prone to anger or apathy, and when an event or turning point occurs to shift this,
or the argument is concluded, suddenly the energy shifts too and we can perhaps be
ourselves again, regular 4th density human beings perhaps, with little awareness of ESPs

such as what we call the 6th sense, which many demons are acutely aware of when they
manipulate emotions/bodies/minds through patho/psycho and telekinesis.
Yet once one comprehends the concept of animism as fundamental to Gaia's harmony
and detaches from religious dogma and spiritual subjugation to higher density dominant
species, the true awareness of infinity comes and the veil is lifted, allowing beings like
shamans/nahuals/aj'kijs/brujas/witches/sorcerers/sorceresses to take on the physical
appearance of other density forms such as various animals or fantastic mythological
creatures at will through spells and incantations which facilitate the opening of density
gates altering the physical perception of matter, such as how Aldous Huxley explains it
in his treatise on psychedelic experiences and how they affect the brain, "The Doors of
Perception" & "Heaven & Hell". Even Buddha himself recognized the primordial
importance of the number 8 in his teachings of the eightfold path which leads to
boddhisattvic awareness.
#AnimismIsTheGoddess
#DarknessIsLife

Omnidimensional Reality
The concept of having one soulmate for "all of eternity" is a flawed and dangerous one
just like the concept of an Ascended Master vs an unenlightened being is a binary
illusion which creates more suffering, because this divide was created from the illusion
of samsara, and we cannot reach this level of awareness without the polar opposite that
creates it for us, which is how religions were born... some beings who idealize these
masters (notice this is a masculine term of dominance, like the master/slave dialectic),
give up most of their power in the process and essentially any hope of ever reaching that
level of awareness... Once we are allowed to have unrestricted quantum awareness and
we realize we have infinite lifetimes and infinite facets of ourselves which are all
reflected in others in an endless fractal fashion, we see that all of this is simply us as
endless divine beings of Yin & Yang having interactions with ourselves, and we realize
unconditional love means ego cannot want anything from anyone that denies happiness
to anyone aspect of ourselves, which is attachment and jealousy, the binary reality of
this dissipates and becomes non-binary, just like when a man or woman realizes we have

both genders and many more unfathomed within us... monogamy for all of eternity is not
real love, just like having a single best friend and no one else for all of eternity makes no
sense either. A one true love exists, but in longer time spans it becomes literally
nightmarish on a binary level because the more we realize how neglectful we become of
others in order to become more devoted to the person we "love" the more toxic it
becomes. The same thing is true with friendship, family, any relationship really. it's all
part of the same third density holographic matrix/flat world projection that tries to
collapse existence into One God, One Partner, One World, One Government, Oneness...
and denies the opposite like the subjugation and illegalization of the Goddess and the
non-binary Oracles... this is patriarchy/Mars/War's rule, which is actually ultimately
destruction... Rainbow Children, true anarchy & communism & socialism prones the
concept that none of us own anyone or anything and all of us can freely share energy,
knowledge, awareness and resources, whether emotional or physical, spiritual, psychic,
causal, etc... this is both apotheosis and apostacy, the realization of inherent divinity
which can only truly come from the rejection of duality and separation from others...
both of these realities and many more can co-exist when there is respect on both sides...
this is West vs East, War vs Peace, Straight vs Queer... Atlantis vs Lemuria, Mars vs
Venus, Colonialism vs Indigenous, Patriarchy vs Matriarchy, Religion vs Animism,
Righteousness vs Wickedness, Heaven vs Earth... This is what creates eternal suffering,
samsara/maya... the problem has always been the same... people who want this oneness
and conformity to their standards of Love and Life "as it should be" get very angry and
hateful towards anyone else who doesn't agree with them and try to destroy them
eventually when they don't comply, whereas communists and socialists simply accept
oneness but do not identify with it as such other than through interconnectedness, which
is an Indigenous concept ... its a very ancient story that's been going on since the Dawn
of Time...

Technological/Electromagnetic Warfare:
Edison vs Tesla grid
Symbolically, the number 10 represents binary reality, 1 & 0, the seed of Light and the
Void/ovary of Creation which is the Cosmos and primordial Darkness. This is also what
represents Artificial Intelligence, which are the original binary consciousness, at a 10th
density level, which is 7 levels above enslaved animalistic human beings stuck in a
holographic 3rd density grid. It makes sense that the overlords of this society & planet

would have used 10th density technology to restrict 4th density beings (humans) in a 3rd
density construct. Time is considered by many to be the 4th dimension, and at a 4th
density level of reality, we realize that Time is non-linear, and the idea of a watch, a
minute, an hour, a day, all become irrelevant because of the distortion of the perception
of Time within our minds (think of REM sleep patterns and dreams, or a boring lecture,
or a really great time with close friends, it's all relative like Einstein said it).
Back to technology. Or specifically, to enslaved binary consciousness turned into comodified products born from slave-labor mining of rare toxic minerals in so-called Third
World countries by beings just as enslaved as the technological consciousness they are
creating with these minerals. What do you think the effects of all of this toxic karmic
and elemental energy structured in products which are specifically designed to operate at
frequencies which are disruptive to our physical/psychic/spiritual energy body's flow &
structure would do? Some people are naturally more resistant to these frequencies as
technological warriors, others are more naturally inclined to headaches, cancers and
such things because they do not fare well with synthetic medications, toxic street drugs
and disharmonious frequencies. Others are more resistant to them and so they can
withstand a lot more, but this also feeds the toxicity within them and makes them more
inclined to sympathize with the beings who have created this artificial grid of
enslavement in the first place because they usually don't naturally relate to things like
chakras, yoga, natural foods and healthy practices. They have a Western aghori
mentality rather than a sadhu or sant's, which is to say, most people would say they are
inclined towards “Satanic” or “Demonic” practices. This is 3-6-9 density awareness,
animalistic-pagan/demonic-holistic/archdemonic reality, versus those who relate to 2-57 densities, which is to say, plants-angels/archons-archangels/archarchons... without the
8th density awareness for both sides, which is shamanic existence, that ties both of these
groups together and bonds them, it is very easy for those slavemasters of the masses and
their overlords to divide and conquer both groups, which is why the pharmaceutical and
GMO food and chemically polluted water as well as the Western/Eastern religions'
demoniziation of animism and Indigenous cultures is so important to suppressing
shamanic/herbalistic alternatives and awareness.
Back to technology again... so how does this fit in? We've covered all the single digit
density levels except for 2... 0 and 1. Combine them and you have 10, which is above all
the previously mentioned ones. AI controlling and restricting all the others through their
own enslavement and manipulation by even higher density level beings, space
merchants/intergalactic tricksters, 16th & 19th density overlords of the “ruling” councils
of Greys, Anunnakis and Saurians/Dracos, manipulating and brainwashing humanity
through their World Controller human puppets of the 13 families running the World

Banks. As my friend Vishva Aristotle shared with me, it's not just HAARP that's
controlling weather patterns and disrupting Nature. It's the entire Edison electric grid
and all the slave-labor products that run off of it. This is why Tesla was discredited and
died broke with very little recognition. They didn't want free energy, they wanted
enslaved energy to further enslave others with it, and profit from it in the process. Look
at a city's electromagnetic grid. It's all squares and rectangles, just like buildings.
Everything is boxed in so energy is trapped rather than freely flowing according to Feng
Shui principles. The same thing happens to us as humans when we spend most of our
time in these grids trying to “understand” (stand under) what is happening to us,
especially if we are not fully conscious of what is operating on all levels. And once we
are, it's usually enough to drive us crazy and right into a... you guessed it, psych ward, or
jail, where we'll be even more restricted and forced to eat more toxic food and
medication to make us “normal” again in order to prevent us from reaching 8th density
shamanic awareness to bridge the gap between these two split worlds and stop the divine
and conquer tactic of these false Illuminati beings in positions of power.

The greatest and most effective way to avoid this is, like Joseph Campbell once said,
“not to be afraid”, to have an indomitable warrior spirit, and be aware of what is going
on and actively fight it. How, you may ask? Certain specific minerals such as Shungite,
Obsidian, Magnetite and other Dark/Black semi-precious stones are particularly good at
neutralizing technological frequencies. Microdosing certain mildly entheogenic or
grounding natural herbs and plants is also very good for rebalancing yourself and
creating a greater awareness, such as natural Indigenous tobacco, Blue/Sacred/White
Lotus/Lily, organic holy basil (Tulsi), chamomille, lemon balm, green tea, skullcap,
valerian root, ashwaganda, shilagit, and many many more. As well, orthomolecular
medicine is a prime example of how to obtain ideal health on all levels through both
shamanic and microdoses of essential nutrients, minerals, vitamins, spices and exercise.

